Welcome . . .
. . . to the 8th annual (sort of) Ventura County Rose Society Rose Auction.
Single, double, or centifolia. Quartered,
cupped or high-centered. From pink to purple
to every shade but black and blue. Roses! In
all their diversity and development. The good
news is that we have gathered together
nearly 300 varieties of roses from many
lands, breeders and sources. For collecting,
exhibiting, or just plain enjoying in the
garden.
Ostensibly this event is a fund-raising
mechanism. But if that were all, it would be
easier to have a sale and ignore the months
of preparation and maintenance and
concern. In the final analysis, this event is
an educational experience—certainly for
those of us who have helped to create it—and
we hope for those who enjoy the final fruits of
our labors. We hope by this catalog to express
‘Heinrich Karsch’
the qualities of the roses we are offering. And
Photo courtesy of
we hope to distribute and disseminate a
wider variety of roses than ever before. Some
of the roses here have never been offered
before; others are being re-introduced into private hands for the first time in decades.

Cliff Orent

We hope to lure you into expanding your rose vision as we expanded ours in the amassing of this
testimony to the amazing diversity of roses in every possible formulation. From the emulation of
other roses as in ‘Clematis’ to the classic simplicity of r. alabukensis, we reject no rose except
those dependant upon life support in the form of total care. We have expanded our horizons this
year to include ‘found’ roses and to broaden the number of polyanthas to four dozen or so.
We hope the descriptions in the following pages are accurate, entertaining, and enticing. As
usual, the offerings are 75% new—that is, not offered in the previous catalog. Since we offer such
a large variety from different sources, preparation for this auction is labor-intensive. And the
people to be thanked in the following pages did so out of love for the rose. If you asked any random
group of people whether they would like to spend their spare time in creating and maintaining
roses for others to enjoy, staring and gaping would result.
But the simple truth is that the efforts from this auction sponsor and fund such diverse activities
as maintenance of the Stagecoach Inn Museum Rose Garden, to presentations at garden shows,
to providing speakers on rose related topics, and spreading the gospel of the rose to those as yet
unenlightened to its beauties.
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This auction could not happen without a rather large
number of people. Here we celebrate the people who have
made it possible through maintenance and diligence:
Dawn-Marie Johnson has, in each of the last five
auctions, organized the transportation and execution of a
plan for the transmission of roses from donor to ultimately
successful bidder.
Ingrid Wapelhorst manages floor sales at the auction
itself, collected the pictures of the roses that illustrate
their future development and identity, and stores roses.
She does this with a minimum of fuss.

‘Darlow’s Enigma’
Photo courtesy of Ashdown Roses

Cindy Mastro presides over the collection of
items for the Silent Auction.
Janet Sklar has stored roses, supervised the
publicity and asked the right questions
until we gave her the right answers.
Connie Estes arranged the hospitality with
her usual flair.
Paddy Ruzella, Pat Moomey, Barbara
Osterberg and Earl & Arden Holst maintained
roses from early summer to fall through the
execrable cold season and didn’t lose one in
the process.
Sue Munday organized and published this
catalog with the assistance of Kim Rupert and
Jim Delahanty.

‘My Wild Irish Rose’
Photo courtesy of Ashdown Roses

Kay Abbot, Kathy Ayers, Sue Rosecrans,
Mary Comstock, Patrick Delahanty, Linda
Banner-Bacin, and cast of hundreds performed
tasks large and small. Brenda Freeman does proxy bidding again. Penni Tyler updates our
website constantly and does so in good cheer.
Robert B Martin, Jr. is the auctioneer for the sixth time. His wit and knowledge provide
commentary that will be exciting, informative and dangerous to your financial well-being.

Jane Delahanty does a little of this and lot of that and keeps the auction chairman in a state
approaching sanity.
Thanks to all of the above, those to come, and not least—those who bid.
Now, on to the bidding and buying.
Sincerely yours,
Jim Delahanty
Chair, VCRS Rose Auction 2007
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Especial thanks to Anne Belovich
who donated cuttings of her rare
ramblers on behalf of the Heritage
Rose Foundation which resulted in
plants of ‘Clematis,’ ‘Dawson,’
‘Ferdinand Roussel,’ ‘Gruss an
Germerhausen,’ ‘Miss Hellyat,’ ‘Ile
de France,’ ‘Regierungsrat
Rottenberger,’ and ‘Senegal.’ We are
grateful, too, to the companies and
individuals who extended permission
to use their rose photos in this
catalog: Ashdown Roses, David
Austin Roses, The Uncommon Rose,
Nor-East Miniatures, Sequoia, Baldo
Villegas, Vintage Gardens, Cliff
Orent, Heirloom Roses, Amity
Heritage Roses, Armstrong Nursery,
Jim Delahanty and Paul Barden.
And we offer our special thanks to
Sequoia Nursery for donating the
naming rights to the seedling of
‘Sequoia Ruby.’

‘The Fairy’
Photo courtesy of Ashdown Roses

Rose Sources
Professional nurseries
Ashdown Roses
David Austin Roses
Nor-East Miniatures
Roses Unlimited
Sequoia Nursery
Vintage Gardens
The Uncommon Rose
Roses by Rozanna
Private donors
Bill and Connie Wilke (BCW)
Cliff Orent (CO)
Dan Tyson (DT)
Debbie Madeira (DM)
Gene Waering (GW)
Hetty Shurtleff (HS)
Ingrid Wapelhorst (IW)
Jim Delahanty (JD)
Janet Sklar (JS)
Paul Barden (PB)
Robert Neil Rippetoe (RNR)
Susan Park (SP)
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Shrub Roses
1.

* Arndt. Large-flowered climber.
Medium pink. Lambert. 1913. This
short climber by the great German
breeder, Peter Lambert, features great
clusters of blooms that start out as
yellow-ish red buds and mature into
pink then into salmon and then into
white blossoms—fully double and
tightly nested within mid-green
foliage. By reputation the bush
blooms throughout the summer and
fall. The rose was named for a
patriotic German author and rabblerouser of the 19th century. (4” band,
Vintage Gardens)

2.

Black Boy. Large flowered climber.
Dark red. Clark. 1919. The vigorous
climber was a revelation in its day as
its color varied from red-purple to
red-black; however, it was Clark’s
intent only to register and propagate
roses that were unlike those known
before. The foliage tends to be
wrinkled as if it were rugosa,
although there seems not to be any
in the parentage. The rose is so
tough that once planted it tends to be
permanent. The form is cupped and
the petals number between nine and
16. Oddly enough, the dark tones are
deepened by the summer sun while
the plant scoots up 9 or 10 feet tall. (5
gal, GW)

3.

4.

Bouquet Parfait. Hybrid Musk. White
blend. Lens. 1989. This 5-foot high
bush will throw off great trusses of
30 or more 2-inch blooms with 30 to
50 petals of cream, ivory, white or
shaded pinks with a light fragrance.
The foliage is glossy and mid green.
The rose bush is taller than wide
giving a somewhat columnar effect
over time. (2-gal)

‘Black Boy’
Photo courtesy of Roses Unlimited

‘Bouquet Parfait’
Photo courtesy of Amity Heritage Roses

Bubble Bath. Hybrid musk. Light pink. Matson. 1980. A chance discovery of this rose
led to its appearance in the commercial market. It will grow to nearly 12 feet if allowed
to do so, or it can be kept to a 5-foot shrub with judicious or injudicious pruning. The
light pink clustered blooms spread a heady scent throughout the garden all season
long. The rose tends to grow wider than tall. Clearly, a middle-aged plant. (1-gal)
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5.

Cardinal Hume. (2) Shrub. Mauve. Harkness. 1984.
What a shrub rose! Spreading, mounding plant which
forms long, branching canes with many laterals. Each
one topped by a “lollipop” of 1.5 to 2’, double blooms in a
deep, velvety, red violet. Excellent repeat and a real
heat lover. The fragrance is sophisticated, having
been described as “fresh, fried fish, the GOOD kind”;
“freshly mown hay”; but to my nose, it smells exactly
like the cinnamon candy, Red Hots, taste. This rose
roots VERY easily and has made a very willing root
stock for bush and standard roses. With respect to
disease, as might be hoped, this cardinal is without
sin. (3-gal, JD)

6.

* Clematis. (2) Hybrid wichurana. Medium red.
Turbat. 1924. This tall rambler produces enormous
clusters of 40 to 50 blooms with a loose form of cherry
red petals with a white center and prominent stamens
somewhat reminiscent of a popular clematis; or,
alternatively, it blooms somewhat like ‘Anda,’
although they are not known to be related. The
repeat bloom is scattered in the fall, but the
abundance of spring flowering is enormous. The
rose is rambler-like in its growth pattern. (4”
band, Vintage Gardens)

7.

Commander Gillette. Shrub. Medium pink.
Basye. This is a thornless, single rose, repeatblooming—a combination of the species r.
Carolina with a hybrid perpetual, ‘Hugh Dickson,’
both as the seed and pollen parent. It will grow to
7 feet tall and is fully fertile with other modern
plants. (2-gal., Ashdown)

8.

* Coral Creeper. Large flowered climber.
Brownell. 1938. The creeper, part of a series from
Brownell, can be trained as a pillar or climbing
rose. It features clusters of bloom with red buds,
opening to pink and coral and innumerable
shades of pink in groups up to 15 in number. The
bush features dark matte foliage and there is
some question about the quality of rebloom. (3-gal,
GW)

9.

Darlow’s Enigma. Hybrid musk. White. Darlow.
1993. Mike Darlow discovered this rose and took it
to Heirloom Gardens. It is a ‘found’ rose in that it
was not the product of a deliberate cross between
two different roses, or a sport of a known rose. Its
ancestry is a mystery. What is not a mystery are
its incredible disease resistance and fragrance
wafting up to 10 feet away and blooming habit
which extends to first frost. The clusters of single
white blooms appear with regularity and seem to
thrive in every part of the country, fending off
blackspot, mildew and rust.
(1-gal, HS)
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Photo courtesy of Vintage Gardens

‘Cardinal Hume’
Photo courtesy of The Uncommon Rose
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Photo courtesy of Vintage Gardens
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10.

Ferdinand Roussel. (2) Hybrid
wichurana. Barbier. 1902. This 10-foot
climber throws off great clusters of pale
pink to lilac blooms with darker
shadings on the edgings of the petals
that fade to a purplish hue. The canes
can be a purple red with pink thorns,
while the growth is columnar in style.
The foliage is dark and glossy. (4” band,
Vintage Gardens)

11.

Gartendirektor Otto Linne. Shrub.
Dark pink. Lambert. 1934. Glossy,
apple-green leaves set off an endless
display of large, slightly pendulous
clusters of ruffled pink blossoms.
Moderate carnation fragrance, 25
petals, does well trained as a climber in
our coastal climate. (2-gal)

‘Gartendirektor Otto Linne’
Photo courtesy of Baldo Villegas

12.

* Ile de France. (2) Hybrid wichurana.
Red blend. Nonin. 1922. A seedling of a famous
and vigorous climber, ‘American Pillar,’ ‘Ile de
France’ sports large clusters of semi-double
petals with carmine red occasionally striped with
white on short stems on a plant that zooms 15 or
20 feet into the air. The blooms hold their color
in heat and are accentuated by the presence of a
chalky white eye. The foliage is dark, leathery
and tough. Even tougher are the prickles that
appear in great profusion. (4” band, Vintage
Gardens)

13.

Isabella Skinner. Shrub. Medium pink. Skinner.
“Jefferson Rose”
1965. Rediscovered in Denver, this is a rose that
Photo courtesy of Ashdown Roses
can be treated as a 6-foot shrub or a short
climber of up to 9 feet. The blooms are full and
double, with shades of pink ranging from the palest to almost orchid in depth. The blooms
appear in small clusters on virtually thornless canes. The foliage is dark, matte, and
generally disease resistant. (3-gal, JD)

14.

Jacqueline Humery. Hybrid musk. Light pink. Lens. 1995. One of the smaller hybrid
musks that rises 2 to 4 feet and about as wide with white and pink single blooms in
clusters; there is usually a white reverse to the petals, ranging from five to eight in
number. The foliage is dark and leathery and the disease resistance is supposed to be
strong. (2-gal, Ashdown)

15.

“Jefferson Rose.” Shrub (originally presented as a polyantha). Light yellow. Chamblee.
UNK. This is a ‘found’ rose discovered by Mark Chamblee of nursery fame alongside of the
road in Jefferson, Texas. The rose shares the polyantha characteristic of mutability of
color ranging from apricot to yellow to white in cool weather and quickly fading from yellow
white in extreme heat. The blooms appear in clusters of 15 or more, frequently, semidouble, with dark green thornless foliage and up to 4 feet in height, but half as wide.
Disease resistance is touted as excellent in southern climates. (2 gal, Ashdown)
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16.

* Jeri Jennings. Hybrid musk. Apricot
blend. Barden. 2006. This rose is
named after a stalwart in the heritage
rose movement. The rose grows 4 to 7
feet tall and about half as wide with
disease-resistant foliage and nearly 2inch golden blooms that lighten as they
mature. The scent is a combination of
honey and musk with sweet
undertones. The flowers drop cleanly
off the bush and bloom is continuous
across the season. (1 gal, The
Uncommon Rose)

17.

* Kilkea Castle. Shrub. Pink blend.
‘Jeri Jennings’
McCann. 2004. The blooms are double,
a soft blend of pink with cream-yellow
near the baser and the lighter pinksilver reverse on a 3- to 5-foot shrub
with clean foliage. The rose is named for a
castle in Ireland managed by friends of the
breeder. (2 gal, Ashdown)

18.

La Fraicheur. Hybrid wichurana. Light pink.
Turbat. 1921. This rambling rose grows to 13
feet and supports great pyramids of pink
blooms with darker centers on a long, late
blooming display of sweetly scented double
clusters of 15 to 20 in a spray. The foliage is
dark and small and glossy, while the wood is
that dark mahogany red that displays the
plant and the roses well. (3 gal, GW)

19.

Maid Marion. Hybrid musk. White.
Pemberton/Benthall. 1930. The parentage of
this 4 foot shrub is unknown, but produced a
compact plant delivering large trusses of
white and near white semi-double (nine to
13 petals) blooms over a long season. The
yellow stamens are particularly prominent.
(2 gal, Ashdown)

Photo courtesy of Paul Barden

‘Kilkea Castle’
Photo courtesy of Sean McCann

20.

* Miss Hellyat. (2) Medium pink. Hybrid wichurana. Fauque. 1909. The flowers of this
rose are unusually large for a wichurana, with a diameter of nearly 4 inches across. The
apricot colored buds blossom into powerful pink blooms with a salmon center, and appear
singly rather than in clusters. The foliage is the glossy dark green characteristic of
wichuranas. The bush grows to a height of 10 or 12 feet. The scent is noticeably musk in
nature. This is a once-blooming rose, although bloom is prolonged through the summer
months. (4” band, Vintage Gardens)

21.

* My Wild Irish Rose. Shrub. Pink blend. McCann. 2004. This vigorous (7 foot) shrub has
dark, glossy foliage with small clusters of pink/apricot blooms. The nearly single blooms
feature pink shadings on the upper petal and apricot reverses. The rose requires virtually
no pruning at all except light deadheading to ensure rebloom. This is a pleasant and
welcome addition to the famous Irish single series—‘Irish Fireflame’ and the like. (2 gal,
Ashdown)
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22.

Paul Ecke, Jr. (2) Shrub. Orange blend.
Carruth. 2004 This Gold Medal winner at
the Rose Hills Trials deserves to be better
known and more widely grown. A vibrant
shrub up to 4 feet tall with semi-glossy dark
foliage, it sports large clusters of orange and
orange blend blooms with a smoky shading
on the outer edges of the petals and a
brighter orange reverse. There is a good
clove fragrance. The parentage is a
mélange including, ‘Playboy,’ ‘Altissimo,’
‘International Herald Tribune,’ r.soulieana
and ‘Santa Claus.’ (5 gal, IW)

23.

Pierre Gagnaire. Shrub. Apricot blend.
Delbard. 2003. This is part of the Great
Chefs series of roses by Delbard. The
blooms are creamy white with a pink
reverse in clusters of single and semidouble blooms. The rose is versatile enough
to be grown either as a large shrub of 6 feet
or a small climber up to 10 feet tall. (2 gal,
Ashdown)

24.

Pleine de Grace. Shrub. White. Lens. This
once-blooming shrub grows wider than tall—
the width of the rose can be half again as
large as the height—on the order of 4 to 8
feet tall and 8 to 15 feet wide. The rose is
also known as ‘The Songbird Rose,’ probably
for the enormous number of single white
fragrant blooms in humongous clusters
followed by an equal number of small red
hips in the fall. The rose is once-blooming
so needs careful placement for maximum
display. (5 gal, GW)

‘Pierre Gagnaire’
Photo courtesy of Ashdown Roses

‘Polonaise’
Photo courtesy of Iowa State University

25.

Polonaise. Shrub. Dark pink. Buck. 1984. A 4-foot by 4foot shrub rose with hybrid tea characteristics in the
boom, the color is classified as deep pink, but for some
reason appears red in most photos and in Southern
California. The foliage is glossy and dark and disease
resistance is good. It reputedly will last over two weeks
in a vase as a cut flower. A note of caution: Griffith
Buck roses at Descanso Gardens are regularly half
again as tall as reported elsewhere. (3 gal, JD)

26.

Portmeiron. Shrub. Dark pink. Austin. 1999. This
mannerly 3-foot by 3-foot shrub produces a great
number of deep pink to light red fragrant roses with
tones of old damask and old rose scent. The foliage is a
‘Portmeiron’
surprisingly grey-green, while the form of the rose is
Photo courtesy
old fashioned rather than classic. There seems to be
some conflict over the naming of the rose—either for
the founder of Portmeirion Potteries, Susan Ellis, or for
the village in which Noel Coward wrote ‘Blithe Spirit.’ (5 gal, SP)
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27.

* Pur Caprice. Shrub. White. Delbard. 1996. ‘Pur
Caprice’ is also known as ‘The Chameleon Rose’
because of its variations in color. The single blooms
open in yellow or white, with a touch of pink or light
red, fade to cream with a touch of green. Although
there is a moderate fragrance, it is unimportant
compared to the colors which all appear at the same
time on the plant. Low-growing and disease resistant,
it won gold medals at Rome, Bagatelle, and BadenBaden. It took 10 years for this rose to cross the pond.
I first fell in love with it at first sight. (3 gal, JD)

28.

Purple Buttons. Shrub. Mauve. Rupert. 1993. This
sport of ‘Cardinal Hume’ is everything that the good
Cardinal is except tall. Purple Buttons will get to be a
1-1/2 foot plant in all directions. The shape is
rounded and floriferous with blooms continuing in the
middle of a hot, dry summer with no problems
whatsoever—well, maybe you might want to have
afternoon shade for temperatures over 100 degrees.
Otherwise, enjoy the scent,
(cinnamon), the color
(purple), and the size (perfect
for patios). (2 gal)

29.

Royal Lavender. Mauve.
Large-flowered climber.
Morey. 1961. ‘Royal Lavender’
is red in my Sherman Oaks
garden. Other cooler climes
report shadings of mauve,
tan, pink, grey, pale brown
and orchid. Versatile, it can
be used as a tall (15 foot)
free-standing bush with lax
canes lifting over in a
cascade fashion or as a
medium climber on a trellis
or other support. The
fragrance is overpowering;
the foliage is leathery and
disease resistant. (2 gal., JD)

‘Royal Lavender’
Photo courtesy of The Uncommon Rose

“Secret Garden Musk Climber”
Photo courtesy of Paul Barden

30.

“Secret Garden Musk Climber.” Large-flowered climber. White. Demitts. 1993. This rose
is human-proof. You can leave it alone to grow as a medium climber to 15 feet, prune it
within an inch of its life to frame the entrance to a child’s secret garden as in Descanso
Gardens, or do nothing but remove dead wood. It will bloom twelve months out of the year
in Southern California, with very little care. The single flowers bloom in clusters or three
or four, emit a fragrance that overpowers the unwary, and the medium green matte
foliage does not know of disease. A winner in Southern California in every way. (1 gal, HS)

31.

Serendipity. (2) Shrub. Orange blend. Buck.1978. A medium height, spreading Buck
shrub, perhaps, one of his loveliest. Large, 4 to 5 inch double flowers begin as orangeapricot, pointed buds and open in shades of warm apricot-yellow with a moderate, sweet
fragrance. At dusk, the flowers are literally luminous! Dark, leathery foliage with very
good disease resistance. (2 gal, JD)
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32.

Sharon’s Delight. Shrub. White. Moore. 1996. This
low growing shrub features white and white blend
single roses that resemble ‘Sally Holmes’ in
everything but size. The rose is reportedly named
after prominent Socal rosarian Sharon van Enoo.
There is some dispute as to whether the pollen
parent is ‘Sheri Anne’ or ‘Golden Angel.’ (1 gal)

33.

* Suma. Shrub. Medium red. Onodera. 1989. This
groundcover rose is related to ‘Nozomi,’ with the
same characteristics of a rosette form in the
ground, with the bush spreading toward 4 feet at
maturity but only 1 or 2 feet tall. The blooms are
fully double, but very small and appear to be a ruby
red or almost fuchsia in some climates. Repeat
blooming, the disease resistance is very high; its
tenaciousness once planted is legendary. (2 gal, JD)

34.

* Super Jane. Hybrid musk. Medium pink. Rupert.
2001. This rose climbs to about 10 or 12 feet with
virtually thornless canes sporting mid-green semiglossy foliage. The clusters of bloom are numerous,
light pink to lilac in color, cupped or flat single
blooms with impressive stamens and fall cleanly to
the ground. The scent is musk and sweetly lingers
in the area around a patio or pergola. The uses of
the rose range from a neat climber up a pillar to a
free-standing shrub about 6 feet in width. The rose
requires little more than occasional deadheading
and will bloom continuously—all twelve months—in
Southern California. The rose is like its
namesake—a feminine mystery. (1 gal, JD)

35.

36.

* Sweetheart. Hybrid wichurana. White.
Walsh. 1901. This rose was ruled extinct in
1980, but it has been recovered. It is one of
the Walsh of Massachussetts ramblers with
a wichurana background, implying both
rangy growth as well as glossy mildew resistant
foliage. The 2-1/2 inch double blooms appear as a
bright pink, and fade to a soft creamy white, while
maintaining yellow centers all the while. There is a
soft, sweet fragrance. It is best suited to a fence. (2
gal, GW)
The Alexandra Rose. Shrub. Pink blend. Austin.
1993. This medium to large bush produces single
flowers of coppery pink with yellow centers. It is
surrounded by blue-green foliage on supple canes
that seem to silver at the tips. There is some
question about the repeat bloom factor, but Dan
Tyson assures us that this is a repeat bloom rose in
Southern California. The rose is named for an
umbrella charity in Great Britain that functions like
United Way in the U.S. (4” pot, DT)
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37.

Tipu’s Flame. Shrub. Red blend. Viraraghavan. 1990.
The breeder was honored at the Huntington last year for
his work in developing roses for semi-tropic and tropical
climates. This rose features clusters of fully double red
roses with a white reverse. The foliage is dark and
glossy. The listed height is approximately 3-1/2 half feet
tall with a columnar shape. In Sherman Oaks, this rose
threw a cane 9 feet tall in a container, so give it some
room when planting it in the ground. (3 gal, Roses
Unlimited)

38.

Tradescant. Shrub. Dark red. Austin. 1993. A rose of
some height and vigor in Southern California. The
blooms are fully double up to a hundred petals with dark
red the predominant color overlaying patches of maroon
and red black. The foliage is dark and glossy. The bloom
form and fragrance is old fashioned to the extreme,
demonstrating globular form, quartered roses and packed
petalage. There is a need to spray to avoid mildew and rust
in Southland communities. And the rose seems to be
especially suited for pegging given the lax canes. The rose
was named either for the Tradescant Trust which built the
Museum for Garden History in the UK, or for the John
Tradescants (the Elder and Younger) who were herbalists
and plantsmen in Jacobean England. (5 gal, SP)

39.

Winter Sunset. Shrub. Yellow blend. Buck. 1997. This rose
is classified as a shrub despite the tendency of the blooms
to display classic hybrid tea form in the early stages of
bloom; the blooms are a yellow blend of both yellow and
orange. The bush is normally 4 feet by 3 feet, but
allowances must be made for a Southern California
climate, so more room might be a good idea. The rose is
also named ‘Fuzzy Navel,’ although no one seems to know
why. (5 gal, DT)

‘Tipu’s Flame’
Photo courtesy of Roses Unlimited

‘Winter Sunset’
Photo courtesy of Ashdown
Roses

Hybrid Teas
40.

Baden-Baden. Dark red. Kordes. 1952. A dark red rose with the kind of old rose fragrance
that you expect from a rose descended from ‘Crimson Glory.’ The foliage is dark and
leathery; the growth pattern is columnar and narrow culminating in a vigorous bush just
below six feet in height. The combination of dark red and fragrance almost guarantees
that the rose will mildew in early spring. (5 gal, DM)

41.

Beryl Bach. Yellow blend. Harkness. 1984. This fragrant rose is named after the wife of a
Welshman who invoked her name with a rose that displays various colors of creamy white
to yellow primrose to shades of pink. The plant displays an upright growth pattern and
sports light green matte foliage. (5 gal, DT)

42.

Black Tea. Russet. Okamoto. 1973. The flowers are brown and urn-shaped with about 25
petals. Like many early novelties in color, the rose requires some careful attention to
display at its best. The foliage is semi-glossy and dark, with dark brown hooked prickles to
remind you that is is a rose. Bush growth up to about three feet. (2 gal)
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43.

Blanche Mallerin. White. Mallerin.
1941. The rose grows to 4-feet tall with
leathery, but glossy dark foliage. The
blooms are a pure white, with a satiny
finish both inside and outside of the
petals, which number between 35 and 40.
The form of bloom is one to a stem, with a
high center of nearly 4 inches in
diameter. The bud form is long and elegant
and the petals curl outward before they
drop off cleanly. This rose was rated only
a 5.4 when introduced, but grows
beautifully in Southern California. (2 gal)

44.

* Blue Silver. Mauve. Kordes. UNK. This
rose is one of the descendants of
‘Sterling Silver.’ It is enormously
fragrant, with large lilac colored blooms
over five inches in diameter with
stunning fragrance. Like many of the
early mauve roses, there is a tendency
toward mildew in the spring and late fall,
but nothing that cannot be cured with a
little horticultural oil. This rose produces
more delicate and softer blooms than its
forebears. (3 gal, JD)

45.

* Celebrate America. Medium red.
Tantau. 1991. This medium red rose is
no longer on the market, being only
available in India according to CRL2006.
The bud is a darker red than the bloom
which opens to a classic HT form with a
pinpoint center. Mid-green ovate and
serrate foliage tends be slightly larger
than most with a leathery cast to it. (5
gal, IW)

‘Black Tea’

‘Grey Pearl’
Photo courtesy of The Uncommon Rose

46.

Countess of Stradbroke. Dark red. Cl
hybrid tea. Clark. 1928. Alister Clark bred roses designed to do well in the hot dry
Australian climate. This rose was touted as the ‘finest climbing rose in the world’ in the
1939 ARA. The deep crimson four and half inch red blooms appear singly or in small
clusters with a globular form on a bush that sweeps upwards of fifteen feet. The blooms
repeat throughout the season and are reputed to have a velvety texture. (3 gal, Roses
Unlimited)

47.

* Granada Sunset. Orange blend. Rupert. 1997. This rose is a sport of the famed
‘Granada,’ but the red, orange, apricot, and cream colors of the parent plant are mottled
and speckled and striped, while retaining the same intense and overwhelming fragrance.
To add to the charms of the plant, the new growth is a cranberry color. (5 gal, DM)

48.

Grey Pearl. (2) Mauve. McGredy. 1945. A difficult plant to obtain and to maintain. This plant
was rescued from oblivion by the famed Gene Boerner who used it to produce a slew of ‘coffee
colored’ roses. The blooms are high centered, full with 45 petals, and lavender grey with tones
of olive and tan. The foliage is glossy and the bush very vigorous up to 3-feet tall. The roses
here are fully grown and do not need to be disbudded to force new growth. (3 gal, PB)
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49.

Guinee. Cl hybrid tea. Dark red. Mallerin.
1938. This 12-foot climber can stretch to 8 feet
wide. The attraction of the plant is the
profusion of dark red, almost black velvet
blooms with a powerful fragrance.The plant is
susceptible to mildew in Southern California,
but grew out of it in three years in Sherman
Oaks. (2 gal)

50.

Incense Indigo. Mauve. Viraraghavan. 2005.
This mauve rose emits a powerful damask scent
that permeates a room. The 5-inches roses
appear singly or in short small clusters with a
full double form of 25 to 40 petals. The plant
purportedly grows to 3 feet, but I would guess
larger in Southern California. (3 gal, Roses
Unlimited)

‘Guinee’
Photo courtesy of Paul Barden

51.

Janice Kellogg. Dark red. Meilland. 2006. This rose was
was registered as a hybrid tea, although there are some
who insist it is a floribunda. The reddish-purple flowers
have a strong fragrance, and growth very large on a 4-foot
bush. The foliage is glossy and dark. Spent blooms must be
deadheaded in order to maintain blooming habit. (2 gal, JD)

52.

Lal. Pink blend. Easlea. 1933. The rose is gangly in
growth, seeming to like to grow at right angles to itself.
The foliage is kind of sparse at times. However, these
facts are meaningless when one of the enormous salmon
pink blooms blossoms and the fragrance envelops you in
a cloud of sweet scent. (3 gal, JD)

53.

* L’Oreal Trophy. Orange blend. Harkness. 1981. This
rose is an orange blend grandchild of the famous
‘Tropicana’/’Super Star,’ except that the tones
are softer and more pleasing. The rose is highcentered with a complement of some 40 petals
on a foliaged bush up to 4 feet in height.
Although this bush is very popular in Europe, it
has never attracted a great following in the
United States. (4” band, Vintage Gardens)

54.

Louise Estes. Pink blend. Winchel. 1991. Named
for the famous rosarian and artist, this fully
double rose with pink petals and a creamy
reverse, flushes completely pink as the bloom
ages. The bush is a healthy 5 feet by 4 feet. It is
a rose praised by Floridians as one that survived
three hurricanes and a season of neglect due to
family illness, but was the first to bloom after
complete defoliation. (5 gal, DT)

55.

‘Janice Kellogg’
Photo courtesy of Armstrong

‘Louise Estes’
Photo courtesy of the Augusta Rose Society

“Louise Avenue.” Found rose. White. UNK. The
rose was found in the San Fernando Valley on Louise Avenue by Mary Louise
Harrington. It closely resembles some of the 1920’s roses like ‘Snowbird.’ However, no
definite identification has yet been made. In the meantime, this rose can be enjoyed
without a definite identification because whatever its name, it’s a lovely rose. (HS)
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56.

McGredy’s Ivory. White. McGredy. 1930.
In the 1930’s McGredy’s Nursery put forth
a number of roses defined by the nursery
and color. ‘McGredy’s Ivory’ was one of
the best with white and white blend
blooms on a 4-foot bush and an intense
damask fragrance. The family was
particularly proud of this rose noting
that it has “perfect form.” (5 gal, IW)

57.

Mme Caroline Testout. Medium pink.
Pernet-Ducher. 1890. This rose was once
so popular in Portland, Oregon that
literally thousands of them were planted
‘Mme Caroline Testout’
along the streets of that city. The rose is
Photo courtesy
silvery pink with globular form, 25
petals, and the petals are curved in at
the edges. The fragrance is strong on a bush
that can shoot up to 12 feet, but is more often
about a third of that. It will mildew and rust on
the coast, but is less likely to do that as it
matures inland. (2 gal)

58.

Melodie Parfumee. Grandiflora. Mauve.
Dorieux. 1992. As might be expected of a cross
involving ‘Stephen’s Big Purple,’ this rose has
both a lavender plum coloration and an exotic
fragrance. The flowers are fully double with up
to 40 petals that have a lighter reverse. The
bush rises to about 6 feet in Southern
California. It’s most useful as a beautiful
cutting rose. (15 gal, CO)

of The Uncommon Rose

‘Melody Perfumee’

59.

Mrs. Sam McGredy. Orange-pink. McGredy.
1929. The rose picked by the breeder to honor
his wife was rejected by her in favor of this rose, which
became one of the most treasured roses of the 20th
century. The blooms are a combination of apricot,
salmon, and orange on petals suffused with a vivid red
on the reverse. A strong intense scent redolent of tea
accompanies the blooms which appear in the middle of
mid-green semi-glossy foliage. The plant is reputedly
difficult to root. (5 gal, IW)

60.

“Monet.” Mauve. UNK (1996). This ‘found’ rose was
rescued from a Wal-Mart discount bin with a tag
displaying the name ‘Monet.’ It is not any of the
Monets registered with the American Rose Society. But
it pumps out larg, fragrant, mauve classic hybrid form
blooms on a bush roughly 4-1/2 feet by 4 feet wide.
Think of it as an unexpected song. (5 gal, DM)

Photo courtesy of Baldo Villegas

‘Mrs Sam McGredy’
Photo courtesy of Paul Barden
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61.

Scorcher. Cl hybrid tea. Dark red. Clark. 1922. The
colors of the loose semi-double blooms of this climber
are classified as dark red, but most commentators
mentioned ranges of color from cherry to strawberry
red for the 4-inch across blooms that appear singly or
in small clusters. A lanky growth habit moseys up to
10 feet or more. Repeat bloom tends to be scattered
and scraggly. (3 gal, Roses Unlimited)

62.

Sebastian Kneipp. Light yellow. Kordes. 1997. Slightly
under 5 feet in height, this rose produces large blooms
of white and near white and features aromatic petals
of white with a yellow center in a cupped and
quartered form, about 4-1/4 inches across, borne one
to a stem. The disease resistance is said to be
remarkable, as it would have to be since Germany has
banned residential pesticide spraying since the last
decade of the 20th century. (5 gal, SP)

‘Scorcher’
Photo courtesy of Roses Unlimited

63.

* Senateur Amic. Cl hybrid tea (HGig). Medium red. Nabonnand. 1924. The gigantean
influence can be found in the fact that this rose can rise to 32 feet and spread to 8 feet in
width. The medium red roses are fragrant, large, semi-double and with a classic tea
shape rather than hybrid tea form. The 1935 ARS recommended this rose for California
even though it is once-blooming. (3 gal, GW)

64.

Senegal. (2) Cl hybrid tea. Dark red. Mallerin. 1944. This rose is a seedling of ‘Guinee,’
and both the breeder and authorities on climbers consider it to be an improvement. The
blooms are even darker than ‘Guinee’ although the flowers are slightly smaller. The
fragrance is rich and intoxicating. The blooms can brown in the sun so protection from
mid-afternoon shade would be a must in the inland areas. This rose fetched $400+ at the
El Cerrito HRG conference two years ago. It is probably the most nearly black rose thus
far. (4” band, Vintage Gardens)

65.

September Morn. Pink blend. Dietrich & Turner. 1913. This rose was named after an
infamous painting of the early 19th century that would now be featured on Nickelodeon.
The rose is sumptuous with various shades or pink present in a bloom with 100 to 250
petals. The roses appear singly with
somewhat weak necks as the blooms are
so heavy. Contributing to the impression
of heaviness is the strongest of all scents.
The foliage is matte and mid-green on a
bush that grows no more than 4 feet tall. (2
gal, JD)

66.

Smoky. Red blend. Combe. 1968. Love it or
hate it, the color is just downright unusual.
The color designation is officially that of oxblood shaded burgundy—whatever that
means (besides smoky). Everyone agrees
that the fragrance is clearly licorice. The
bush is average sized and vigorous; the
plant is a conversation piece for people who
know what they like when they see it. (1
gal, The Uncommon Rose)
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67.

Spiced Coffee. Red blend. McGredy. 1990. This is another
McGredy venture into the realm of coffee colored roses. The form is
classic hybrid tea, fully double, with a strong lemon fragrance. The
colors are described as being amber, ochre, lavender, tan, brown,
taupe, parchment and putty. Unlike most unusual colored roses,
the russet effect deepens in the heat as opposed to cool weather.
The rose is unfortunately susceptible to mildew. (5 gal, IW)

68.

Table Mountain. Pink blend. Kordes. 1990. This rose is a love
or hate proposition. There are pink and green edges on the
reverse of the white petals and the blooms have exhibition
form, but no fragrance. How much slack will you cut a rose
with odd coloring and exemplary form? (5 gal, IW)

69.

Tantarra. Light pink. Gardener. 1996. A russet-colored rose
that appears at its best in a cooler climate. Kim Rupert
describes ‘Tantara’ as tan-mahogany blooms in the midst of
matte blue-green foliage. A product of breeding lines
developed from ‘Grey Pearl’ and ‘Lavender Pinocchio’ complete
with fragrance, unusual color and a bizarre color
classification of light pink. (5 gal, DT)

70.

Tequila Sunrise. Red blend. Dickson. 1988. An international
award winner at five rose trials in five years, this rose bush
is only a 3 by 2 foot specimen. The flowers are double, cupped
and feature yellow petals tipped and burnished with red. One
of the few yellow red combinations that works well in the
garden. (5 gal, DT)

71.

* Terracotta. Russet. Meilland. 1999. This rose is a sport of
the florist rose, ‘Leonidas,’ which bloomed in the
greenhouse and cool, chocolate and tangerine colors.
As a sport, ‘Terracotta,’ is supposed to be the color of
Mexican pottery. However, like many florist roses, the
stems are long and elegant, the scent is non-existent,
and it prefers the greenhouse to the ground. Requires
coddling to be at its best. (5 gal, IW)

72.

Top Notch. Apricot blend. McGredy. 2001. There is
some confusion about the classification of this apricot
blend rose, probably because one parent is ‘Singin’ in
the Rain,’ an award-winning floribunda. ‘Top Notch’
produces 4-1/4 inch blooms with a pleasing classic
form on a 4 foot bush with glossy green foliage. The
fragrance has hints of anise and the colors seem to
deepen as evening approaches. (5 gal, DT)

73.

‘Table Mountain’

‘Tantarra’
Photo courtesy of The
Uncommon Rose

‘Top Notch’
Photo courtesy of Armstrong
Nurseries

“Tresor de Thorigny.” White. Cl hybrid tea. UNK. The
information on this rose is conflicting. One source indicates that it is a rambler
growing up to 16 feet; another states it is a 5 foot shrub. In both cases, they agree that
the flowers bloom in great trusses of white and ivory and cream with a pink blush cast.
They also agree that the rose blooms the entire season in a profusion of fresh bloom.
Since our source was ultimately the European one asserting that the rose is a
noisette, go with that. (1 gal, RT)
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74.

Twilight Secret. Mauve. Grandiflora. Viraraghavan.
2005. This cross of an unknown Indian rose with ‘Deep
Purple’ has produced a rose with mauve and mauve blend
blooms on a moderately sized bush with semi-glossy dark
green foliage. The fully double blooms appear in small
clusters during the course of a long growing season. (3
gal, Roses Unlimited)

75.

Wild Blue Yonder. Mauve. Grandiflora. Carruth. 2004.
This is another of the incredible fragrant and purple
roses emanating from the talents of Tom Carruth. The
rose produces a spicy, citrus fragrance from large 4-1/2
inch blooms of mauve, and mauve blend with red edges
to the petals on a full double 25-30 petals in large
clusters. The bush grows to 5 feet. (15 gal, CO)

76.

Wild Ginger. Grandiflora. Orange blend. Buck. 1976. The
blooms on this Buck rose are various shadings of copper,
apricot, orange and yellow. The foliage is dark green and
glossy. The height limit for this rose is usually stated as
4 feet. However, if you have checked the Buck roses at
Descanso lately, you would see that the estimates are
unreliable and you should think in terms of 7 or 8 feet
tall for a columnar bush much taller than wide. (3” band,
Vintage Gardens)

‘Twilight Secret’
Photo courtesy of Roses Unlimited

‘Wild Ginger’
Photo courtesy of Heirloom Roses

Floribundas
77.

* Alister Clark. Light pink. Newman. 1990.
This sport of ‘Marjory Palmer’ is just as fragrant,
just as quartered, and heavily petalled up to 40
at a time. The bush will grow up to 3 feet tall and
about 2 feet wide. The color is the main variation
from the parent, in that the blooms are an unusual
combination of both peach and pink, and about 3/-1/4
inches in diameter. (1 gal, RT)

78.

Black Ice. Dark red. Gandy. 1971. Considering that one of
the grandparents of this rose is ‘Iceberg,’ it is unusual that
‘Alister Clark’
the color of the buds is almost black, evolving into a dark
red, classic hybrid tea bloom (albeit semi-double) and singly
as opposed to clusters. Both the petalage and the foliage
have a lustrous sheen on a plant that is half again as wide as
it is tall, topping out at 2 feet. About the only complaint is the
rose promises a heavenly scent but fails to deliver. (2 gal)

79.

Bordure Blanche. White. Delbard. 1997. As the name implies, this is a front of the
border rose with relatively low growth up to 2 feet tall. The small, inch-and-a-half
blooms of the purest white are open and cupped with very large pink centers, and come
in clusters of up to 15 or 20, with the number of petals ranging from 20 to 25. There is
no fragrance reported. (2 gal, Ashdown)
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80.

Golden Holstein. Dark yellow. Kordes. 1989.
The yellow color is variously described as
“dazzling and deep,” “bright,” “brilliant,” and
“golden.” The blooms appear in clusters on a
rose that will grow to nearly 5 feet tall in
Southern California. Unlike many German
roses this one appears to be more tender
than most, but this is of little concern
unless there is a prolonged freeze. There is
little more than ‘catalog’ scent. (5 gal, DT)

81.

Golden Shot. Dark yellow. F.J. Martin. 1973.
This cluster-flowered group of bright yellow
blooms boasts blossoms that are nearly 4
inches across—rather unusual for a
floribunda. The blooms are fully double and
appear in the midst of clean, dark foliage. A
mild fragrance accompanies the blooms
from spring to fall. (4” band, Vintage Gardens)

82.

* Highlands Rose. Medium pink. McCann.
2001. This mid-sized bush ranges from to 3
to 5 feet tall. It produces hot pink petals in a
loose form with flashes of burgundy striping
and overtones in cool weather. Additionally
the dark foliage flushes purple in cool
weather to add to the beauty of the bush,
aside from the blooms. There is no
discernible scent. (2 gal, Ashdown)

83.

Hot Cocoa. Orange blend. Carruth, 2002.
Finally! A good rose with a “designer color.”
Scented, double, open flowers cover a
healthy, very vigorous bush any time a rose
can be expected to bloom. Very glossy, dark
green leaves with good disease resistance
on a tall, very productive plant. (3 gal, JD)

‘Black Ice’
Photo courtesy of The Uncommon Rose

‘Golden Holstein’
Photo courtesy of the Arlington Rose Foundation

84.

International Herald Tribune. Mauve.
Harkness. 1984. Probably should be classed
as a polyantha by virtue of its heritage and
bloom pattern. The color is a deep violet and
blooming is free and continuous on a short,
bushy plant. This is one of the parents of the
whole series of violet/purple roses in recent
years. This rose won five international
awards within the space of four years.
Probably one of the best roses for a Southern
California garden. (1 gal)

85.

* Manyo. Keisei Nurseries. 1988. This little
known Japanese rose boasts medium yellow
‘Manyo’
or apricot blooms on a short, low growing
bush. The foliage is slightly glossy with dark
green tones to contrast with the amber
tones of the bloom. The form is not exhibition,
but rather decorative. There is no scent. (5 gal, DT)
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86.

Matangi. Red blend. McGredy IV. 1974. One of the
loveliest of the hand-painted roses, showing
vermillion petals with a silver reverse and white
center in a slightly cupped form. Blooms occur in
clusters surrounded by dark glossy foliage on a
compact bushy plant of 3 feet by 2 feet. The name is
Maori for “breeze” or “village.” (1 gal, HS)

87.

Miss Ada. (2) Pink blend. Pawlikowski. 1998. One of
the sports of ‘Playgirl,’ the salmon pink single blooms
appear in great clusters on a moderately vigorous
upright bush. The clusters of bloom are very dramatic
and manage to upstage many other floribundas on the
show table in the spray class. Although available,
this rose is not easy to obtain. (1 gal, HS)

88.

* October Moon. Apricot blend. Barden. 2006. Apricot
orange blooms with a hundred petals produce 3-inch
diameter roses singly and in clusters of five or
more. The 3 to 5 foot tall bush ranges in width from 2
to 4 feet. Semi-glossy, leathery, mid-green foliage
decorates a compact bush with a tea and miniature
ancestry. The rose is heavily scented with tones of
carnation and clove. One trait inherited from
the tea rose ancestry: prune this rose
sparingly. (1 gal, The Uncommon Rose)

‘October Moon’
Photo courtesy of The Uncommon Rose

89.

Poppy. Orange blend. Soenderhousen. 1960.
Orange red blooms appear in semi-double form
with diameters of about 2-1/2 inches. The
petals are scalloped at the edges and there is a
white eye in the center. Occasionally the
petals show a striping effect. The flowers are
borne in clusters on a plant characterized by
great vigor and health. (5 gal, DM)

90.

Rusty. Russet. Certified Roses. 2003. The
flowers of this rose are a floribunda equivalent
‘Sheila’s Perfume’
to ‘Smoky,’ appearing in clusters with a semiPhoto courtesy of Amity Heritage Roses
double form even though it has 24 or more
petals. The blooms show an odd combination of
orange-brown and red-brown, particularly at the edges of the petals where a feather
stipling predominates. The rose is recommended as a good companion planting for roses
like ‘Distant Drums’ and ‘Kaleidoscope.’ The foliage is appropriately toward the darker
shades of green. (4” band, Vintage Gardens)

91.

Sexy Rexy. Medium pink. McGredy. This rose was a star of the 1980’s since it combined
the modern floriferousness with the rosette form of a bygone era and produced large
trusses of medium pink flowers on a 2-foot by 2-foot bush with glossy mid green foliage.
The rose won gold medals on three continents and apparently could not find a place where
it would not thrive. (4” band, Vintage Gardens)

92.

Sheila’s Perfume. Apricot blend. Sheridan. 1985. Yellow rose petals edged with red and a
fragrance that consistently contends in rose shows appear rather singly on a plant that
will reach up to 6 feet in Southern California although just half that elsewhere. The rose
was bred by an amateur raising seedlings on a London windowsill. The breeder named the
rose for his wife. (15 gal, CO)
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93.

Singin’ in the Rain. Apricot blend. McGredy. 1994. This
offspring of ‘Sexy Rexy’ has apricot colored blooms with a
strong musk fragrance that is unmistakable. The bloom
size is just under 3 inches across with clear hybrid tea
form. The rose can vary in height from 3 to nearly 7 feet
tall. (15 gal, CO)

94.

* Summer Fashion. Yellow blend. Warriner. 1985. This
rose could just as easily have been labeled as a hybrid
tea, given the propensity to bloom one to a stem. The pale
yellow, sometimes ivory petals, sometimes reaching 20 in
number, are blushed with pink in the beginning of the
bloom cycle although the pink color eventually suffuses
the bloom as it matures. The fragrance is overpowering
and can perfume a room without any difficulty. The bush
only rises to about 2-1/2 feet. (3 gal, JD)

95.

‘Summer Fashion’
Photo courtesy of Armstrong
Nurseries

Sweet Dream. Apricot blend. Fryer. 1987. About a decade ago, this was the most popular
selling rose in the United Kingdom. Masses of apricot blooms with about 20 to 25 petals in
large clusters appear with cupped form to fill in a basic 3 feet by 2 feet space. The scent is
moderately pleasing, but not overpowering. (15 gal, CO)

Minis and Mini-Flora Roses
96.

Alisha. Mini. Pink blend. Spooner. 1995. This cross of ‘Marriotta’
and a seedling has produced a rose that is an exact replica of
‘Marriotta’ except that it is pink with white edging instead of
fuschia. The blooms have the same decorative chrysanthemum
form, the same small 1-1/2 inch blooms with 50 or more petals
and the same desirable disease resistance. Peter Alonso
believes that this rose is a sport rather than a cross, but the
outcome is the same—a superior rose and a winner on the show
table. (1 gal, JD)

97.

Butter Cream. Mini-Flora. Medium yellow. Martin. 2002. This
mini-flora broke into the top ranks of exhibition roses in its
first year. The blooms are classic hybrid tea form in a
buttery yellow that deepens in cool weather and lightens to
whiter shades in heat. The bush has mid-green disease
resistant foliage and grows to 30 inches. The blooms are
generally one to a stem. Mini-flora mavens predict that the
rose will be around for a long, long time. (5 gal)

98.

* Happy Thoughts. Mini. Orange blend. White. 2006. This
small, 10-inch high plant produces 2 inch blooms of orange
and orange blend roses with the upper petals being yellow
with orange tips and the reverse being a brighter orange;
the semi-double blooms appear all season long. The foliage
is a matte dark green. (4” band, Nor’East Miniatures)

‘Alisha’
Photo courtesy of Jim

‘Butter Cream’
Photo courtesy of Cliff Orent
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99.

Heather Sproul. Mini. Medium pink. Sproul. 2004.
Long tapered buds yield to a pink flower with excellent
exhibition form amid glossy dark green foliage that is
completely mildew resistant. The blooms appear in
cluster form on a bush that grows up to 2 feet tall.
The rose is named for the breeder’s wife. (5 gal, BCW)

100.

* Lavender Spoon. Mini. Mauve. Spooner. This 1-foot
standard rose has both ‘Blue Peter’ and ‘Black Jade’
in its heritage and came up with a 5 petal stellate,
nearly 3 inch bloom of light lavender. It blooms both
singly and in small clusters. This particular plant is
budded onto ‘Pink Cloud’ in order to bolster its vigor
and bloom size. A contender for single bloom on the
show table with nurturing. (1-foot standard/1gal, JD)

101.

* Leading Lady. Mini-Flora. White blend. Benardella.
2006. This lady produces white petals with pink
edging in the center of the bloom and a white
reverse, mostly one to a stem. The exhibition blooms
reach 3 inches across. Medium green glossy foliage
clothes a 3 foot by 2 foot rose bush. (1 gal, Nor’East
Miniatures)

102.

* Misty-Eyed. Mini-Flora. White blend. McCann. 2003.
A mini-flora that grows to 2-1/2 feet with medium
green, semi-glossy foliage. The blooms are a tapered
hybrid tea form, fully double, in a soft gray fading to a
near white. The shoots sometimes produce 5 inch
stems; other times produce sprays of up to 25 blooms. (2
gal, Ashdown)

103.

* Pennies from Heaven. Cl mini. Russet. New roses
used to be called novelties in the expectation that the
introduction would be something different. Here is
something different: with small clusters of 1-1/2 inch
blooms that feature such colors as lavender, brown,
smoky orange, and russet on a bush that jets up to 5
feet. The foliage is small, dark green and definitely
glossy to embellish the novelty colors. (1 gal, Nor’East
Miniatures)

104.

* Remembering Dee. Mini-Flora. White. Sparks. 2006.
This rose is a completely white sport of an old Dee
Bennett rose from 1985, ‘Madeleine Spezzano.’ It
resembles that Madeleine in every way from bud form
to foliage to the number of petals that may take days to
unfold completely. (1 gal, Nor’East Miniatures)

105.

* Saluda. Mini. Orange blend. Williams. 2006. This
miniature rose boasts creamy orange blossoms borne
mostly singly or in small sprays with exhibition form for
the show table. The rose reportedly produces a great
profusion of blooms, pumping them out consistently
over the long season. (1 gal, Nor’East Miniatures)
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106.

Solar Flair. Mini-Flora. Yellow blend. Benardella.
2004. The roses are a butter yellow touched with
an edging of red in a classic hybrid tea form rose of
some 35 petals that have enough substance to
ensure a long vase life. The stems can range from
5 to 10 inches on a 3 foot bush with medium green,
glossy foliage. (1 gal, Nor’East Miniatures)

107.

* Sweet Cheeks. Mini-Flora. Yellow blend.
Strickland. 2003. This rose is an unusual blend of
yellow with a deeper yellow reverse in a high
centered exhibition bloom of 4 inches in diameter
with nine to 15 petals. It is also unusual in that it
has a strong fragrance. Despite the size of the
blooms, the bush only reaches a foot and a half at
maturity. Clean semi-glossy medium green foliage
furnishes a backdrop. (5 gal, DM)

108.

* Unconditional Love. Mini. Dark red.
Barden. 2003. This cross of ‘Sequoia Ruby’
with ‘Scarlet Moss’ produced a miniature
rose bush of up to 2 feet with medium
green foliage as a setting for large
clusters of 1-1/2 inch fully double blooms.
The petals number more than 40 per
bloom and the buds exude a balsam and
lemon scent. The petals hold their dark
red color from beginning to the end of the
bloom and drop cleanly. The form is old
fashioned and lush in the extreme. (1 gal,
The Uncommon Rose)

‘Solar Flare’
Photo courtesy of Nor’East Miniature
Roses

‘Unconditional Love’
Photo courtesy of Paul Barden

Old Garden Roses
109.

* Andre Leroy d’Angers. Hybrid perpetual. Medium
red. Trouillard. 1862. Though listed as a medium red
in color, the double blooms of this rose are consistently
described in terms which indicate that the bud color is a
deep violet and matures to violet pink. The growth is to 5
feet. The rose is listed among those which deer do not
care for. (4” band, Vintage Gardens)

110.

* Aptos. Noisette. White blend. Lettunich. 1993. A
wonderful hybrid musk/multiflora which can make a
large, arching shrub, or, left to its own devices, will
climb well into trees. In Santa Clarita, it grew for
years into a Mexican Elderberry on a dry slope,
throwing its wands of light pink, double, intensely
fragrant blossoms through the tree. Very disease
resistant and repeat blooming. Not an easy rose to find
on nursery lists! (3 gal, JD)
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111.

“Belfield.” China. Medium red. UNK. This ‘found’
rose is commonly regarded among old garden rose
enthusiasts as ‘Slater’s Crimson China.’ It blooms
continuously with small cherry red flowers and gold
stamens on a 3- to 4-foot bush with relatively good,
thick foliage. (4” band, Vintage Gardens)

112.

Captain Kidd. Hybrid setigera. Medium red.
Horvath. 1934. Michael Horvath was a Hungarian
immigrant who disliked the small flowered ramblers
of his day so he worked with ‘The Prarie Rose’ to
produce a series of sub-zero climbers. ‘Captain Kidd’
produces 4-inch, blood red flowers of a loose cupped
form on long strong stems suitable for cutting. Canes
shoot up some 13 feet into the air. The foliage is
leathery and prickles are long. A very hard rose to find
in commerce. Bloom comes late in the season with
little or no repeat. (4” band, Vintage Gardens)

113.

Cherry Drop. China. Red blend. Rippetoe. 2003. This
sport of ‘Serratipelala’ is a low-growing china that
features double, cherry red blossoms with a scent
that seems to outlast the bloom itself; the fragrance
is evocative of a sweet, mellow, rare old port. The
rose drops its petals cleanly and, as a china, it is
disease free albeit frost tender. It was registered by
Palm Springs rosarian Robert Rippetoe. (2 gal)

114.

Cherub. Hybrid multiflora. Red blend. Clark. 1923.
This rambler type climber will drive to 16 feet tall
and about 10 feet wide, sporting pink and salmon
semi-double open cupped flowers in great trusses
over a long spring or summer season. This pink and
salmon rose is thought to be a substitute for the
original which was contemporaneously thought to be
pink and yellow. (3 gal, Roses Unlimited)

115.

Comtesse du Cayla. China. Orange blend. Guillot.
1902. A nasturtium-red-tinted-orange semi-double
that contributes substantially to a number of the
polyanthas being auctioned today. The bush is
typically china with sparse foliage, and features
bronzy purple new leaves. (2 gal)

116.

* Dawson. (2) Hybrid multiflora. Medium pink.
Dawson. 1888. This rose is the first multiflora hybrid
produced in the US. Clusters of 10 to 20 medium
pink double blooms adorn canes that shoot upwards
of 25 feet. The scent is variously described as
peppery or musky or delicious. (4” band, Vintage
Gardens)

117.

Dupuy Jamain. (2) Hybrid perpetual. Medium red.
Jamain. 1868. Well formed, tightly packed cerise red
flowers have good fragrance. One of the best hybrid
perpetuals for Southern California. (3 gal, JD)
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‘Cherry Drop’
Photo courtesy of Cliff Orent

‘Cherub’
Photo courtesy of Roses Unlimited

‘Dupuy Jamain’
Photo courtesy of Roseto Botanico “Carla Fineschi”
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118.

Francis Dubrueil. Tea. Dark red. Dubrueil.
1894. There are strong wines with less
bouquet than this rose with velvety dark
crimson flowers that fade only slightly with
age. A compact (4-foot) shrub that loves to
flower. Francis is one of the standouts at the
Stagecoach Inn garden. (1 gal)

119.

Francois Coppee. Hybrid perpetual. Dark
red. Ledechaux. 1895. Dark red roses, fully
double, with 40 petals, flushed with velvety
pomegranate crimson, holding on to their
color to the end of the bloom highlight this
arching shrub of over 5 feet. The rose was
dedicated to the 19th century French poet
and novelist. (15 gal, CO)

‘Golden Buddha’
Photo courtesy of The Uncommon Rose

120.

* Golden Buddha. Hybrid bracteata. Yellow
blend. Barden. 2005. This rose is a new
bracteata bred out of the ‘Out of Yesterday’
strain from Ralph Moore. The colors of the 31/2 inch blooms range from apricot in the
spring to a darker golden color in the heat of
summer. The rose always has a strong
apricot fruity fragrance that is
unmistakeable from several feet away. The
compact bush grows 3 feet tall to 3 feet wide
with glossy dark green foliage. Although the
plant is heat tolerant, it should be planted in
partial shade for the best color. (1 gal, The
Uncommon Rose)

121.

* Gruss an Germershausen. (2) Hybrid
‘Henry Nevard’
multiflora. Medium red. Brummer. 1926.
Photo courtesy of Roseto Botanico “Carla Fineschi”
Brother Alfons was an Augustinian gardnermonk who dabbled in hybridizing. One of his
products is this multiflora rambler with
dense, light-medium green foliage and light pink 1-1/2-inch blooms with a white center.
The rose does suffer from mildew, but that mere inconvenience is outweighed by the
enormous spring displays. (4” band, Vintage Gardens)

122.

Henry Nevard. Hybrid perpetual. Dark pink. Cant. 1924. This hybrid perpetual was a very
late development, introduced in 1924. It is less aggressive in its growth than most in its
class—only 4 feet by 3 feet—with dark green, leathery foliage and very large dark red/
bright crimson, 30-petaled blooms. The fragrance is outstanding and memorable.
However, it may be susceptible to mildew in spring. Authorities differ on the pruning of
this rose. Some aver that light pruning is best while others assert that heavy pruning in
the fall is necessary to maintain its shape. (15 gal, CO)

123.

* Lamarque. Noisette. White. Marechal. 1830. This early tea-noisette was one of the first
noisettes to incorporate a touch of yellow or lemon in the centers of the otherwise white,
fully double 40 petal blooms in clusters of cupped form roses with lemon tea fragrance.
The bush can range from 8 to 15 feet tall and 6 to 12 feet wide. This rose is especially
valuable because it is a rooted cutting from the Atmore family’s ‘Lamarque’ in Santa
Paula that has been growing in that location for 138 years. And this rose traditionally does
better on its own roots than budded. (1 gal, HS)
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124.

Mme Alfred Carriere. Noisette. White. Schwartz.
1879. Famous, and justifiably so. Vigorous climber
to 20 feet, a bit shade tolerant though mildew can
be a problem if the conditions are right. Double,
open, wonderfully fragrant blush-pink fading to
white blooms appear all year. New growth tips
scented of sweet pepper. (1 gal, HS)

125.

* Mme Camille. Tea. Pink blend. Guillot. 1871.
The rose presents elements of salmon pink, rosy
dawn, and ivory cream on a short 3 by 3 foot bush.
The flowers are fragrant and veined with the pinks
to create the illusion of a dawning morning sky. It
was deemed one of the most beautiful roses of the
1870’s and the intervening years have done
nothing to diminish that claim. (2 gal, JD)

126.

* Mme Jeanne Philippe. Tea. Yellow blend.
Godard. 1898. A medium growing tea that produces
blooms of apricot-orange with pink flushings and a
moderate scent. (4” band, Vintage Gardens)

‘Mutabilis’
Photo courtesy of Paul Barden

127.

Mutabilis. China. Yellow blend. 1984. There
is nothing negative to report about
‘Mutabilis.’ Quite shade- as well as heattolerant, and able to be used as a huge shrub,
clipped hedge as well as a cover for a large
wall. Virtually always in flower all over the
plant. Single blooms begin as pointed,
orangish buds. With age, bright light and
heat, pink shades develop and continue
through yellow, soft earth tone oranges into
mauve red to nearly bronze purple brick tones
before they shatter. The new foliage begins
rich, reddish bronze and deepens to a rich,
dark green with very good disease resistance.
It can mildew, but it will quickly grow right
through it. (3 gal, IW)

128.

* Old Town Navato. (Ardoisee de Lyon NOT)
Hybrid perpetual. Mauve. UNK This rose was
‘Pemberton’s White Rambler’
Photo courtesy of Vintage Gardens
discovered in Novato, California by Cassandra
Bernstein. It is thought to be a hybrid
perpetual, with the typical spring flush and
somewhat scattered fall repeat. It most closely resembles a rose named ‘Ardoisee de Lyon,’
however, rose authorities indicate that the resemblance is not close enough to make an
identification. The blooms are lilac pink, with a strong fragrance, usually blooming singly
or in small clusters with 100 petals or more.(2 gal, JD)

129.

Paul Neyron. Hybrid perpetual. Medium pink. Levet, 1869. The 7-inch diameter lilac pink
fragrant roses indicate why this rose frequently wins the Victorian class at the show
tables. The blooms are cupped, filled with 50 petals or more and resemble peonies, a
flower unobtainable in the Southland. The bush does get rust and mildew, but these can
be controlled through spraying. The bush grows 4 to 7 feet tall and 3 to 4 feet wide. This
rooted cutting was taken from a donation from the family of Mariah Wood, early resident of
Ventura County. (3 gal, HS)
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130.

Pemberton’s White Rambler. Hybrid multiflora.
White. Pemberton. 1914. Although the Rev.
Joseph Pemberton is best known for his hybrid
musks, he also produced roses with rambler
characteristics and this is one of them. Small,
spicy blooms of an inch and a half appear in
healthy clusters of five to 15. The bloom period is
very long. The foliage is glossy and the prickles
are large and thirsty. (4” band, Vintage Gardens)

131.

Picayune. China. Pink blend. UNK. This rose has
been known in the southern United States since
1859. It grows from 1 to 3 feet tall producing little
pompoms of pink or white clusters over a long
growing season. The dark green matte foliage
rarely displays any signs of disease. Although the
authorities say that the roses are pink, my own
experience is that in the Southland they are
more likely to be white, even in the cool of spring
or fall. (3 gal, Roses Unlimited)

132.

“Pilarcitos.” Noisette. White. Vintage Gardens
related in one of their catalogs this rose
resembled ‘Souvenir de la Malmaison.’ In Santa
Clarita, the flowers did bear some resemblance to
that rose, but the plant outshone anything
Josephine’s rose could hope to produce! This is a
strong grower which laughs at heat. Very disease
resistant, and nearly continuous blooming with a
sweet fragrance. Whatever the actual identity of
this rose is, it is a keeper! Strong enough to be
grown as a free standing shrub. (2 gal, JD)

133.

Pompom de Bourgogne. (‘Burgundian Rose’)
Centifolia. Pink blend. UNK (before 1664). This
rose presumably will grow no taller than 1 to 3 feet
with delicate and dark green matte foliage and
little pompom blooms of under 2 inches with colors
ranging all the way from pink lilac to that of classic
wine like ‘Chateauneuf du Pape.’ Though the rose
is once blooming, it has sufficient charm to earn
its keep as a tuckaway. (3 gal, GW)

134.

Princesse de Sagan China. Dark red. Dubreuil.
1887. Deep pink, light red or some other variation
(depending on the weather) blooms come singly on
good cutting stems. The bloom form presages what
would come to be the hybrid tea, but do not last long
at that stage. It has the loose growth habit of
some of the larger chinas. (3 gal, JD)

135.

‘Picayune’
Photo courtesy of Roses Unlimited

‘Pilarcitos’
Photo courtesy of Vintage Gardens

‘Pompom de Bourgogne’
Photo courtesy of Ashdown Roses

Rose de Rescht. (3-various sizes) Portland. Dark pink. 1950. This ancient rose was
collected from Persia by noted British gardener Nancy Lindsay. Very full, purple crimson
rosettes constantly adorn this healthy, somewhat compact (4-foot) bush. Foliage is
medium green and highly disease-resistant once established. Strong, pure old-rose
fragrance. A frequent Victorian Queen at rose shows. (5 gal, 2 gal, 1 gal, IW)
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136.

Rosette Delizy. Tea. Yellow blend.
Nabonnand. 1922. A dizzy tea of many
colors—apricot, yellow, carmine and cream.
The double blooms come happily and often
on a medium compact bush. Needs a lot of
years to build up before any pruning is
done, then prune sparingly. (1 gal)

137.

Solfaterre. Noisette. Medium yellow.
Boyeau. 1843. A seedling of ‘Lamarque,’
this lusty plant produces delicately teascented buff yellow blooms all season
long. The bush grows to 10-feet high and
8 feet across. It is possible that this
particular clone is not the real
‘Solfaterre, but if not, it is a grand
imposter. (4” band, Vintage Gardens)

‘Rosette Delizy’

138.

“Temple Hybrid Perpetual.” Hybrid
perpetual. UNK. Little is known about
this ‘found’ rose except that the fragrant blooms are
packed with seemingly hundreds of tight petals. The
growth form of the bush is typically hybrid perpetual—
lanky with more foliage toward the top and a kind of
naked-knee look below that cries out for a polyantha or
mini to mask the nudity. (4” band, Vintage Gardens)

139.

Tipsy Imperial Concubine. Tea. Pink blend. le
Rougetel. 1989 (reintroduction) The flowers are pink
with peach under and overtones, fully double, fragrant
with a musk scent, and sometimes a little heavy for the
stems of a 3 by 2 foot rose bush with matte green
foliage. A number of rose scholars believe that this rose
is actually an old western world classic hybrid tea
making a rather unusual re-entrance into commerce.
(3 gal, Roses Unlimited)

Photo courtesy of Ashdown Roses

“Temple Hybrid Perpetual”
Photo courtesy of Vintage Gardens

140.

Urdh. Hybrid perpetual. Medium pink. Tantau. 1930.
This very late hybrid perpetual from Mattias Tantau
came along in 1930, when almost all hybridizers had
stopped breeding them. This rose has a strong old rose
fragrance and 45 petals a crowded into a old fashioned
frame of a rose bush 5 feet tall with blue-grey foliage.
(15 gal, CO)

141.

Veilchenblau. Hybrid multiflora. Mauve. Schmidt.
1909. This is the famous Blue Rambler of the past.
‘Yolande D’Aragon’
Light green foliage clothes a 20 by 10 foot rambler that
Photo courtesy of Cliff Orent
hosts hundreds of slaty grey lavender blue 1-inch
blooms with white centers and yellow stamens. There
is no other rose quite like this one. Its fragrance has been variously described as apple,
lily-of-the-valley, and multiflora toward linoleum. Once-blooming, it is shade tolerant. (7
gal, IW)

142.

Yolande D’Aragon. (3) Portland. Mauve. Vibert. 1843. Very fragrant, full, old-fashioned
blooms of mauve-dark pink on a smallish (4-foot) bush. (5 gal, IW/Stagecoach Inn)
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Polyanthas
143.

Anda. Red blend. Lens. 1980. This compact
and bushy plant produces single flowers with
dark red petals and a white eye, clustering in
groups of anywhere from three to 18 blooms.
There is a fruity fragrance and the prickles
are purple. (1 gal)

144.

Anne-Marie de Montravel. White. Rambaux.
1879. These pure white flowers can resemble
a string of pearls as they coyly open up.
Cupped blooms in clusters rise clearly above
glossy, grey-green foliage on red stems. The
scent is very much lily-of-the-valley. The
plant remains small and manageable. One of
the prettiest of the early crosses of
polyanthas with tea roses. (1 gal)

‘Anda’

145.

Baby Faurax. Mauve. Lilie. 1924. Prounced
bay bee fore ax, this rose is currently enjoying a bit of
a revival in popularity as people are searching for
unusual shrub-like roses for small spaces. Perfect for
containers and the front of the flower bed, it rarely
gets taller than 1 foot. Bloom is continuous, with
clusters of many double 1-inch purple-mauve flowers.
An absolute necessity in the foreground of any mauve
collection. (1 gal)

146.

* Blanche Neige. Koster. 1929. This is one of the
many sports of ‘Dick Koster’ and like the rest of the
family, it maintains a low profile, with green glossy
foliage forming a perfect backdrop for cupped white
small flowers that occur in sprays of four to six or
more. The roses last a long time in a cutting vase—
over a week before major deterioration sets in. There
is little or no fragrance nor any sign of hips. (15 gal,
CO)

147.

Borderer. Pink blend. Clark. 1918. A polyantha with
early pretensions to floribunda form. The 40-plus
petals of pink, salmon and fawn crowd together to give
trusses of four to six or eight blooms tightly packed
together on a short bush of under 2 feet tall. Dark
foliage enhances the variety of pinks and there is a
slight fragrance to bolster this rose’s claim for
attention. Another of Clark’s polyanthas from ‘Jersey
Beauty.’ (4” band, Vintage Gardens)
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Photo courtesy of Roses Unlimited
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148.

Britannia. Burbage. 1929. This short
rose bush features five-petal blooms,
cerise red with white centers, that
appear in clusters of 10 to 40 at a
time. Despite the great popularity of
the rose in the thirties, it almost
disappeared from commerce. The
color-fast qualities of this rose are
probably inherited from ‘Eblouissant,’
a rose that refuses to fade. The rose
only grows to about a foot and a half
high with equal width. (1 gal)

‘Climbing Mlle Cecile Bruner’
Photo courtesy of Paul Barden

149.

Climbing Mlle Cecile Brunner. Cl
poly. Hosp. 1894. This is a California
born and bred rose. This sport of the famous ‘Mlle Cecile
Brunner’ was discovered along Victoria Avenue in
Riverside and exported to the country and the world. The
rose is extremely vigorous and will throw out 20 foot canes
in the bat of an eyelash; the roses are a deeper pink and
slightly larger than that of the bush. Disease resistant, the
climber unlike the bush has a feisty set of thorns that
nick the unwary. (5 gal, JD)

150.

China Doll. Medium pink. Lammerts. 1946. This a rose
bred in Southern California. A popular polyantha both in
gardens and on the show table. ‘China Doll’ blooms in
large trusses of double (24 petals) blooms shaded china
rose with a mimosa yellow base. It is a free and vigorous
but short grower. As with ‘Pinkie,’ the hybridizer was
looking for something else, but came up with a winner
anyway. (1 gal)

‘China Doll’
Photo courtesy of Roses Unlimited

151.

Crystal Fairy. (2) White. Spek. 2001. ‘Crystal Fairy’ is a
sport of the original ‘The Fairy’ and it mimics that rose
in every way except color. The blooms on this short plant
are white and white blends on short stems. The foliage is
medium green, glossy on the top of the leaves and very
small. The thorns are mostly hidden and comprise both
short and long varieties. The rose blooms continuously
and looks especially nice cascading from a planter or
urn. (2 gal, JD)

152.

* Denise Cassegrain. Grandes. 1922. Unlike most
polyanthas, this short and low growing rose is extremely
‘Crystal Fairy’
fragrant, throwing out great trusses of white blooms.
Photo courtesy of Galbraith’s
There is some inheritance back to the multiflora, since
Garden Center
the blooms do not generally start until later in the
season than most polyanthas, about June. The foliage is
extremely disease resistant and Denise is most suitable for garden pots, patios and front
of the border bedding plants. (3 gal, JD)

153.

Doc. Medium red. De Ruiter. 1954. One of the Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs series. Bushy,
short plant with large, elongated clusters of the sweetest tiny double deep pink blooms you’ve
seen in a long time! Blooms repeatedly and is adorable grown in a pot where you can enjoy its
flowers. Will perform well in the ground, too. Not often seen these days. (1 gal)
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154.

Eblouissant. Red blend. Turbat. 1918. The
name of this plant means “dazzling.” And
dazzling it is, with deep red tiny flowers that
bloom and bloom and bloom but will not fade off
to blue as some reds are wont to do. The bush
remains under 12 inches in height, but the
intensity of the bloom ensures that the rose will
be seen in the midst of taller plants. (1 gal)

155.

Ellen Poulsen. Medium pink. Poulsen. 1911.
Dark glossy foliage densely packed together
surrounds continuously blooming, dark pink
double blossoms also tightly clustered. The
blooms hold for several days and the rose is
highly disease resistant. (1 gal)

156.

Excellenz von Schubert. Mauve. Lambert.
1909. Unlike many polyanthas, ‘Excellenz von
Schubert’ may be welcomed as a large shrub
or a smallish/mid-range climber. It is
eminently suited to those roles as the glossy
disease resistant foliage acts as a fine
backdrop for pink/carmine double blooms with a
touch of lilac undertones. Although the rose is
classed as deep pink, some of the specimens
sport a more mauve color tone. (1 gal)

157.

Fairy Queen. (2) Dark Red. Vurens. 1998.
This sport of ‘Lovely Fairy’ displays red and
medium red rounded blooms in double form,
with about 30 petals per bloom. The sprays
appear in a rounded shape suitable for
exhibition. The foliage is a glossy light green.
The rose will grow up to 3 feet tall and about
as wide. (3 gal, JD)

‘Ellen Poulsen’
Photo courtesy of A Woodland Rose Garden
(Kent B. Krugh)

‘Gabrielle Privat’
Photo courtesy of Roses Unlimited

158.

Gabrielle Privat. Medium pink. Barthelemy-Privat. 1931. This low, easy-to-grow,
rosebush—rated an 8.0 by the ARS—produces great pyramidal clusters of flowers in a
glowing, carmine pink. The blooms are semi-double and possess no fragrance at all. The
foliage is a matte mid-green color. An exceptionally good rose for coastal areas. (1gal)

159.

Gloire des Polyanthes. Pink blend. Guillot fils. 1887. This short, low-growing rosebush
produces pink semi-double blooms in great clusters; the bright pink blooms have a white
base toward the center of the flower. It is a seedling of the original polyantha,
‘Mignonette.’ The foliage is a medium green and it is deciduous in chilly weather. Recent
research reveals that it contains the gene for the color orange which did not appear in
polyanthas until three and half decades later. (1 gal)

160.

Gloria Mundi. Orange. de Ruiter. 1929. A sport of ‘Superb,’ another sport in the “Orleans’
tradition of multiple sports from sports, the blooms of orange-red or red-orange are better
described as vermillion, a way station on the road to orange. The semi-double blooms
appear in great clusters amid dark green foliage on a 2 foot by 2 foot rosebush. The ARS
rating for this rose is indicative of some problems with spring mildew if not sprayed for
preventative purposes. (1 gal, JD)
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161.

Golden Salmon. Orange blend. de Ruiter. 1926.
This rose bush is a classic polyantha out of the
‘Orleans’ sporting line although technically it is
a sport of ‘Superb.’ There are two or three
version of an ‘Improved’ version; the
‘improvements’ were necessary because the
color, orange and orange red, is not all that
stable in ‘Golden Salmon’ and frequently
reverts or sports some more. Thus in the full
field of orange blend double roses in clusters on
a 2 foot by 2 foot, you may suddenly discover a
magenta bloom or cluster. If you don’t mind that
color instability, this rose is for you.

162.

Climbing Happy. Medium red. Cl. Poly.
Gordeon. 2000. This climbing sport of ‘Happy’
differs in only one respect and that is the
tendency to climb; otherwise the same
pyramidal clusters of bloom, tightly joined
together, with a dark currant- red coloration
against dark green glossy foliage never fails to
charm. (1 gal)

163.

Heinrich Karsch. Mauve. Leenders. 1927.
‘Heinrich Karsch’ is a cross between ‘Orleans’
and a Pemberton hybrid musk—‘Joan.’ The
resulting bush remains compact and bushy.
Depending on the weather, the semi-double
blooms can be either lilac in hue or more
toward the ‘Faurax’ coloration. Susceptible to a
little mildew in wet springs, the rose starts to
bloom a little later than most spring roses, but
continues through first frost. (1 gal)

164.

Jean Mermoz. Medium pink. Chenault. 1937.
Rarely rising about a foot and a half, with
small—under one inch—double blooms of a
ruddy pink in great clusters of almost
continuous vigor, ‘Jean Mermoz’ is reputedly a
cross between r. wichurana and “a hybrid tea.”
If the outcome is unexpected, it is nonetheless
eminently desirable. No disease—even in moist
coastal downy mildew climates—and it tolerates
poor soil and benign neglect. (1 gal)

165.

La Marne. Pink blend. Barbier. 1915. In
Southern California ‘La Marne’ will rise to 6
feet tall with no problems at all; however, it
takes pruning well and continues to generate
cluster after cluster of single pink blooms in
‘La Marne’
groups of four to eight or more. One of the
Photo courtesy of Roses Unlimited
earliest of bloomers—March or April—it
continues the entire season. The foliage is
susceptible to mildew in early spring, but soon
shakes it if planted in full sun with decent air circulation. The pink blooms with white
centers look best in spring and fall since the color tends to whiten in the heat of summer.
(1 gal)
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166.

Lady Ann Kidwell. (2) Medium red. Krebs. 1948. The
blooms are atypical on this cross of ‘Mlle Cecile
Brunner’ and an unknown seedling. The buds start
out deep pink—long and elegant—and open to a fully
double, reflexed quilla on large and loose
candelabras. The foliage reflects the china
influence. It normally reaches a 3 to 5 foot height
and is half again as wide. The name reflects
someone who was kind to the breeder, rather than
royalty. (5 gal and 1 gal, HS)

167.

Lovely Fairy. Dark pink. Vurens-Spek. 1990. This
deep pink sport of ‘The Fairy’ has almost all of the
characteristics of its parent, except that the color
includes various shades of pink, and it is slightly
more vigorous than the ground cover hugging parent.
It will grow to 3 feet or more, but retains the habit of
reaching out with lax canes to touch the ground. It is
disease resistant, tolerates poor soil, and blooms
almost continuously from first signs of spring. It also
wins on the show table with the tight clusters of
double blooms with a button eye. (15 gal, CO)

168.

Lullaby. White. Shepherd. 1953. A delightful
polyantha with double rosette blooms in pure white.
Fragrant. (1 gal)

169.

* Madame Taft. Dark pink. Levavasseur. 1909. A
cross of ‘Crimson Rambler’ and ‘Mme Norbert
Levavasseur’ produced this surprisingly slow
growing plant with deep pink double blooms in
clusters of anywhere from three to 15 in number.
The rose inherited a slightly tendency toward
powdery mildew from its multiflora ancestor, but
outgrows this in the heat of summer and the color
can vary to a light red. (2 gal, JD)

‘Lovely Fairy’
Photo courtesy of Heirloom Roses

‘Margo Koster’
Photo courtesy of Ashdown Roses

170.

Margo Koster. Orange blend. Koster. 1931. The rose that started a dynasty, and probably
the best of the many Koster sports. Globular blossoms of soft coral last up to eight days in a
vase. Can build up to 4 feet, but more often seen as a bushy 3-foot mound. (15 gal, CO)

171.

Marie Pavie. White. Alegetiere. 1888. Although the neat and beautifully formed buds of
this climate-sensitive rose show pink, the blooms are classified as white. The flowers rise
above the dark green foliage in the pattern of poly-teas, which the bush remains compact
and shrubby albeit with few thorns. There is a very pleasing fragrance associated with the
rose, which blooms the entire season. The repeat bloom is so fast it is a good plant to
leave unpruned until the very end of the pruning session as it will soon catch up. Some
authorities believe that this rose should be classified as a china, but the official
designation is as a polyantha. (1 gal)

172.

Mevrouw Natalie Nypels. Medium pink. Leenders. 1919. A great landscaping rose!
Double, open pink blooms in large clusters come all year long in most Southern California
locations. Classed as a polyantha because of its introduction before the floribunda class
was created. A good bedding plant which works exceptionally well as a rose hedge. Good
disease resistance and even a bit shade-tolerant. (1 gal)
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173.

Mrs. Alston’s Rose. Dark pink. Alister Clark.
1940. This low-growing bush of unknown
parentage is the most polyantha-like of all the
Alister Clark polyanthas and probably possesses
the most potential for being an exhibition rose.
The cherry or ruby-red double blooms appear in
clusters all summer and spring. The foliage is
dark but matte and the disease resistance is
very high. (1 gal)

174.

Mrs. William G. Koning. White. Kluis & Koning.
1917. This rose is part of the ‘Koster’ group
descended from ‘Tausenschoern.’ Thus, it has
the attributes of that group of roses—long vase
life (up to 8 days), great clusters of bloom all
season long, and a cupped globular shape to the
blooms with a certain amount of color
instability. The blooms are a combination of
blush pink, white and white blends depending
on the weather—ranging from complete pink in
the cool and alabaster white in high heat. (1 gal)

175.

* Nypel’s Perfection. Pink blend. Leenders.
1930. This sport of ‘Mevrouw Natalie Nypels’
shares the foetida background which may
account for the silken finish to the petals of the
rose as well as a stronger scent than usual. The
rose blooms a hydrangea pink and the semidouble flowers are slightly larger than the
parent rose. They both share the tendency to
sport purplish new growth on the foliage as well
as a fondness for southern California. (1 gal, JD)

‘Mevrouw Natalie Nypels’
Photo courtesy of Green Valley Roses

‘Orange Morsdag’
Photo courtesy of Roses Unlimited

176.

Orange Morsdag. (Mothersday) Orange blend.
Grootendorst. 1956. This orange-red sport of
‘Mothersday’ is descended from the ‘Koster’ or
‘Tausenschoen’ line of polyanthas. The cupped
and globular semi-double blooms have long life
in a vase, show well on the exhibition tables,
and somehow manage to be orange and red
without being garish or gaudy. The rose has
deep green foliage and can rise to 5 feet if left
unpruned to its own devices. (15 gal, CO)

177.

Pacquerette. White. Guillot. 1875. ‘Pacquerette’
has the honor of being the first polyantha,
displayed in 1873 and introduced into commerce
‘Pacquerette’
in 1875. The 2-foot by 2-foot plant produces
Photo courtesy of A Woodland Garden (Kent
clusters of white and white blend double blooms.
B. Krugh)
Occasionally, the blooms have a pink cast to
them, but normally they are a clear white. The
rose has not been as prolific with descendants as ‘Mignonette,’ its sister (or cousin)
seedling, but it did provide the parentage for ‘The Fairy,’ the most popular polyantha in the
world. The name signifies “Daisy” or “My daisy,” presumably for the freshness of the
bloom. (1 gal)
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178.

* “Paris Childhood.” White. UNK. This is a
memory rose. It was sent to Vintage Nursery
by someone in Southern California who
remembered the rose growing in her
grandparent’s garden in Paris. It was her
earliest memory of childhood. Unfortunately
the name of the sender has been lost. But the
rose remains—blooms of pale pink morphing
to peach tones on the inside petals on a
gangly bush with medium green foliage
whose growth pattern is reminiscent of the
white Marie-Jean. (4” band, Vintage Gardens)

179.

Perle D’Or. Yellow blend. Rambaux. 1884.
Sometimes this rose is known as ‘Yellow
Cecile Brunner’ because of the similarities
between the two roses, except for color. They both
are virtually thornless, disease-free, and feature
buttonhole roses in an embryonic classic tea
shape, particularly as buds. However, despite
different parentage, this rose is a rose variously
described as “nankeen yellow,” “apricot gold,”
and “honey pink.” Suffice to say, it is a charmer
in the garden, gradually growing up to 6 feet or
more over a long period of time. (2 gal)

180.

Phyllis Bide. Cl poly. Yellow blend. Bide. 1923.
Large, continuously blooming climber. In warm
sun, with cooler air temperatures, it will look
like a ‘Fortune’s Gold’ only all year long. Golden
double blooms touched strawberry on the petal
edges, fading cream/green/ivory in high heat.
Excellent for slip-covering a fence, garage or
shed. (2 gal)

‘Perle D’Or’
Photo courtesy of The Uncommon Rose

‘Phyllis Bide’
Photo courtesy of Amity Heritage Roses

181.

Pink Koster. Medium pink. Koster. 1931. This
sport of the salmon ‘Margo Koster’ possesses the same attributes except for being a shell
or bright pink. The shrub is low growing—up to 3 feet tall—and about as wide in a slightly
columnar form. The blooms possess great staying power in the vase, lasting up to a week
or more. And the foliage is a dark glossy green and relatively disease resistant. (2 gal)

182.

Pink Soupert. Medium pink. Dingee. 1896. This rose is variously reported as a seedling of
‘Clothilde Soupert’ or a cross between ‘Clothilde Supert’ and a china rose. In any event it
is much improved from the original in that the flower has fewer petals, larger size and an
inclination to bloom rather than ball or bull on the stem. The rose blooms in great
clusters with a distinct fragrance. Clearly a better candidate for the show table than the
original ‘Soupert.’ (2 gal)

183.

Climbing Pinkie. (2) Cl poly. Medium pink. Dering. 1952. This rose is a sport of ‘Pinkie,’ a
Herb Swim polyantha, the only polyantha ever to be chosen as an AARS selection. The
climber is generally regarded as superior to the original bush version. The flowers are a
bright pink, with semi-double blooms that appear in sheets of color to mask the foliage up
to a height of 12 feet or more and half again as wide. This rose is particularly suited to
Southern California and is widely grown here and in Australia. (JS)
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184.

Red Fairy. Medium red. Moore. 1995. The
colorful cascade of medium to light red flowers
make you stop and take notice. Comparable to
the popular ‘The Fairy,’ with vigorous spreading
growth and glossy foliage. Hardy, easy to grow.
Good for mass planting and color spots. One-inch
blooms on an 18-inch, spreading plant to 5 or 6
feet wide. (15 gal, CO)

185.

Spray Cecile Brunner. (2) Pink blend. Howard.
1941. Of the half dozen sports of ‘Mlle Cecile
Brunner,’ this is one of the best. This medium
sized mutation has mom’s wonderful disease free,
beautiful foliage and beautiful, sweetly scented
double pink “sweetheart” blooms. Unpruned, you
can expect a large, arching shrub, perhaps to 8
feet or more, like a pink, fragrant fountain.
Supported on a trellis, arch, pergola or into trees,
Spray Cecile can grow into a nearly continuous
blooming, 12 to 15 foot climber. For anyone
wanting a Climbing Cecile Brunner with
dependable repeat bloom and not requiring a
castle upon which to grow it, this is the one!
Occasionally this rose is sold under the erroneous
label of ‘Bloomfield Abundance.’ It isn’t. (2 gal, JD)

‘Climbing Pinkie’
Photo courtesy of Paul Barden

186.

* Snow Showers. White. Wilke. 2004. This
medium sized bush of up to 3 feet tall will throw off
great long trusses of small, 1-inch white blooms over a long season of display. Although
the roses are reputed to have no scent, they are a cross of ‘Sweet Afton’ with an unknown
seedling and some describe the scent as ‘sweet’ and ‘clean-smelling.’ The rose is suited to
a variety of uses, ranging from the patio in a container to a specimen planting in a low
landscape or front of the border. (7 gal, BCW)

187.

Sunshine. Orange blend. Robichon. 1927. There are touches of red in the bud, morphing
to a brilliant orange-red, blooming initially as an orange to lemon-ish color. The color is
nothing so much as a bright morning in a summer Paris sky before the machines and
grit of the day emerge. The bush is very tiny and nearly disappeared from American
commerce but for the work of Kim Rupert. It is one of the rare examples of the use of a
noisette in a polyantha cross. The blooms continue until forced to stop by someone intent
on pruning it. (1 gal)

188.

The Fairy. Light pink. Benthall. 1932. Arguably, the most popular polyantha in the world,
since about half of the world’s nurseries sell it. The low-growing ground cover will tolerate
poor soil, shade, and outright neglect to produce candy pink flowers that fade in high heat
to a white shade. Otherwise, it will bloom slightly later than most roses but continue until
first frost. The thorns are well-hidden in the delicate appearing dark glossy green foliage
on this rose and care must be taken at pruning time lest you contribute to its blood lust.
(15 gal, CO)

189.

The Faun. Medium pink. Poulsen. 1991. There is conflict in the authorities as to the
parentage of this rose. The most accepted is that of a cross between ‘The Fairy’ and ‘New
Dawn.’ The rose rises to a 3- to 4-foot height and twice as wide as high at maturity. The
3-inch diameter blooms are more inclined to appear singly as well as in clusters in a
bright pink that fades to white, having more than 80 petals to open over the life of the
bloom. The most common usage of the rose is as a ground cover. Like many plants
habituated to southern California, it is popular in South Africa as well. (2 gal)
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190.

Verdun. Medium red. Barbier. 1918. Cherry red,
double open blooms on a bushy, dwarf plant.
Wonderful for pot growing as well as landscaping.
Bright chartreuse green foliage. One of the parents
of Kordes’s famous shrub ‘Elmshorn.’ (15 gal, CO)

191.

White Pet. White. Henderson. 1879. This sport or
seedling of the hybrid sempervirens ‘Felicite et
Perpetua’ is the oldest American polyantha of them
all. And it is one of the most disease resistant,
having survived the 10-year test program at
Longwood Gardens in Pennsylvania. Small 1-inch
white blooms appear in clusters all season long,
opening from tiny red buds to a rosette form. The
rose has many aliases, including ‘Belle of Teheran,’
but that should not be held against it. (2 gal)

‘White Pet’
Photo courtesy of Heirloom Roses

Auction finale:
Rose naming rights
Sequoia Nursery has generously donated the
naming rights to this dwarf seedling of ‘Sequoia
Ruby,’ a medium red climbing miniature that
debuted in 1998. This seedling is a replica of
its parent in every way but size—the same
delicious medium red flowers, exquisite dark
matte foliage, and abundance of foliage in
relation to bloom. The nearly single flowers are
tiny—no bigger than the nail on your pinkie.
The rose blooms generously across the seasons
and is completely disease resistant in every
respect in Southern California.
The person who wins the bidding will receive
the right to name the rose—so long as the
name is acceptable to the rose registration
authority connected to the American Rose
‘????????’
Society. Use of the name of a famous person
Photo courtesy of Sequoia Nursery
requires that the person so honored indicate
their acceptance in a written statement. The
name may not be vulgar or suggestive, nor
should be longer than three words (normally). The winning bidder also receives three plants along
with the plant shown in the auction. Further plants are available for purchase. The rose will be
in commerce at least through the year 2007.
Southern California rosarian Cliff Orent has published a terrific article on naming rose rights
and how difficult and expensive the process can be under the wrong circumstances. Up for bid
today are the right circumstances and a hot little rose.
The bid will start at $250 as an anonymous donor has guaranteed that price.
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Roses for Sale
These roses are being sole straight up—without the pressure of competitive bidding. They’re
available on a first come basis with auction event attendees getting first priority. The prices are
as follows:
4" band minis
all other 4" bands and 1-2 gallon roses
5 gallon roses
Larger than 5-gallons including bare-root 15 gallon plants

3 for $15
$7
$10
$15

Shrubs
Bow Bells. (2) Shrub. Dark pink. Austin. 1991
Another English rose that doubles in size in
California and other warm climate states. The
deep pink roses in great clusters are cupped,
three inches across, and moderately double. The
fragrance is called ‘moderate’ by those who grow
it. There is some disagreement about resistance
to blackspot, with most authorities claiming a
certain susceptibility, but individual growers
reporting good disease resistance. (5 gal, IW)
* Callista. Shrub. White. Rippetoe. 2005. A cross
of ‘Sweet Afton’ and ‘Abraham Darby,’ this rose
has an intense, intoxicating fragrance of sweet
citrus. Three-and-a-half inch, white blooms with
a pinkish cast appear one to a stem in an oldfashioned, high centered flower in the midst of
semi-glossy light green foliage. (2 gal, RNR)

‘Bow Bells’
Photo courtesy of Heirloom Roses

New Dawn. Large-flowered climber. Light pink.
Dreer/Somerset House. 1930. This sport of Dr. Van Fleet’ received the very first Plant Protection
patent, and remains one of the world’s most popular roses. It produces clusters of cameo pink
double blooms on primarily old wood—so be sparing on pruning it unless you wish to carve it down
to a shrub from its natural 20’ x 8’ form. It is disease resistant and reblooming everywhere except
Southern California where it will mildew and sulk into once or no blooming status. (3 gal, IW)
Pierre de Ronsard. Large-flowered climber. Pink blend. Meilland. 1987. Introduced into the
United States as ‘Eden,’ it justified the name with large 55 to 60 petal blooms with carmine pink
in the center fading to creamy white at the edges. In most of the country, the rose is diseaseresistant; in southern California, it requires a little coddling to be at its best. It must be sprayed
for rust on a yearly basis and extra fertilizer is a must for reblooming. Also a must for rebloom is
to let the plant ‘build’—that is, minimal pruning until it reaches about 6 feet in this area. The
blooms are so beautiful and so fragrant that individuals have to choose how much pampering this
rose deserves for optimal visuals. (5 gal, IW)
r. clinophylla X r. bracteata. Unregistered. Viraraghavan. UNK (1 gal, RNR)
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Red Flower Carpet. Shrub. Medium red. Noack. 1995.
This is not a sport of ‘Flower Carpet,’ but a hybridiziation
of ‘Flower Carpet’ with a seedling of ‘Irish Wonder’ and
‘Paprika.’ The blooms are medium to dark red and open
flat with prominent stamens in cluster sprays to cover the
plant. The sprays are long-lasting—up to four weeks in
some cases, with tremendous disease resistance.
Reportedly disease and weather resistant, it seems to
thrive on benign neglect. (1 gal, RNR)
Riverbanks. Shrub. Dark pink. Rippetoe. The is the first
fertile cross of a hybrid banksia, ‘Lila Banks,’ with a
proven hybrid tea, ‘Mme Antoine Rivoire.’ The union of
the two plants represents a major step in the creation of a
subtropical rose suitable for hot weather climates. The
blooms are deep pink in semi-double form in small
clusters amidst semi-glossy dark green foliage. The plant
is expected to be a 4-foot by 4-foot plant. (1 gal, RNR)

‘Teasing Georgia’
Photo courtesy of Ashdown Roses

Teasing Georgia. Shrub. Yellow blend. Austin. 1998. This Austin
rose is extremely popular as the yellow/amber flowers exude a
strong licorice scent, the 40 plus petals crowd together in a
globular form and the disease resistance is supposed to be very
good indeed. Although the rose only grows normally to about 3-1/2
feet, it is best suited for pegging in Southern California to take
advantage of the nodes along the lax canes. (5 gal, IW)
The Dark Lady. Shrub. Austin. 1991. This is another Austin rose
where the width is greater than the height, so that planning for
ultimate growth of 5 feet across is a good idea. The dark red dusky
blooms range from 40 to 100 petals by count; there is a good old
rose scent to the rose although it does not permeate the
atmosphere like some roses. The name is taken from ‘the Dark
Lady’ of the Shakespearean sonnets. (5 gal, SP)

‘Vineyard Song’
Photo courtesy of The Uncommon Rose

Vineyard Song. Shrub. Mauve. Moore. 1999. Fragrant double
flowers in varying shades of pinkish lavender. (4” band, Vintage Gardens)

Hybrid Teas and Grandifloras
Queen Elizabeth. Grandiflora. Medium pink. Lammerts. 1954. This is an old standard rose, a
product of the ‘Charlotte Armstrong’ line of breeding. The bush grows taller than wide—up to 8
feet in some cases with strong pink blooms, usually in clusters, but with classic hybrid tea form.
The bush tends to bloom up high on the plant so companion plantings or polyanthas at the base
will conceal bare bony knees. (5 gal, IW)
Silver Star. (2) Mauve. Kordes. 1966. This is one of the many descendants of ‘Sterling Silver,’
produced in the sixties to overcome the woes of that much maligned rose. The rose is in
hybrid tea form, with 17-25 petals and a color best described as a pink lavender hue. The
fragrance is strong as is the case with most mauve roses and the bush grows to a height of 21/2 feet. (2 gal, JD)
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Tiffany. (2) Pink blend. Lindquist. 1954. Fifty years after its introduction into commerce, this
rose is still being sold worldwide because of its long, elegant buds that develop into a full double
pink blend of bloom with a yellow base. The scent is strong and fruity. The compact columnar
bush grows four feet tall and two feet wide. One of the most felicitious crosses of ‘Charlotte
Armstrong.’ (5 gal, IW)

Floribundas and polyanthas
Betsy McCall. Orange pink blend. Boerner. 1956. This rose is a scion of ‘Fashion,’ a famous
Boerner floribunda with free blooming habits. The shimp pink and salmon coloring in 3-1/2-inch
clusters of bloom are surrounded by matte green foliage on a vigorous and bushy plant. Sadly, the
rose is susceptible to both rust and blackspot and needs to be sprayed on a preventative basis. (4”
band, Vintage Gardens)
Red Fairy. Medium red. Moore. 1995. The colorful cascade of medium to light red flowers make
you stop and take notice. Comparable to the popular ‘The Fairy,’ with vigorous spreading growth
and glossy foliage. Hardy, easy to grow. Good for mass planting and color spots. One-inch blooms
on an 18-inch, spreading plant to 5 or 6 feet wide. (1 gal; 3-4” pots, DT)
Steve Chase. Orange blend. Rippetoe. 2006. This rose imitates ‘Little Darling,’ one of its parents
to a very high degree. The size and look of the bloom remains the same. A 2- to 3-foot tall to 2- to
3-foot wide bush takes shape with an orange blend of petals in a full (26 to 40) arrangement. The
flowers come one to a stem in the midst of glossy dark green foliage. (1 gal, RNR)

Old Garden Roses
Gallicandy. (2) Gallica. Pink blend. Barden. 2003. This new gallica
is a cross of ‘Tuscany Superb’ with an English rose, ‘Othello.’
Medium pink semi-double blooms of about 3-1/2 inches across
occur on long stems on bushes of dense spreading growth of 6 feet
tall with an 8 foot spread. The rose suckers close to the main plant
and makes a thicket if planted in a contained spot. The plant is
normally once blooming, but the weather can fool it into thinking
spring has recurred. Probably needs a chill factor in order to be
completely happy. The blue grey foliage is a bonus as is the myrrh
old garden rose scent. (2 gal, JD)
Grandmom Schmidt. Tea. Pink blend. Delahanty. 2004. A sport of
‘Smith’s Parish’ from Bermuda, this rose is identical in its tea form
with the parent rose except one. The growth pattern is the same,
the hidden and sneaky thorns in the midribs of the midrange matte
green foliage, continuous blossom and long stems between the
buds. The blooms occur in a candelabra style, 17 to 25 petals, with
silvery pink inners and darker reverses. (2 gal, JD)

‘Gallicandy’
Photo courtesy of The Uncommon Rose

Joasine Hanet. (‘Portland from Glendora’) Portland. Mauve. Vibert.
1882. A rose of remarkable versatility, it can be grown as a medium shrub or a short climber and
abuse by pruners does not faze it in the least. The serrate leaves tend to cover clustered blooms
of up to seven in a cluster with pink to mauve to red tightly touching blooms with a distinct
scent. The disease-resistance of this rose is legendary. (3 gal, JD)
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Mme Isaac Pereire. Bourbon. Medium pink. Garcon. 1881. The most
important fact about this rose is that the fragrance is probably the most
intense of any rose in the world. Whether you call it strong raspberry
scent or rose madder aroma, the fragrance is intoxicating and causes
many other demerits in the plant like susceptibility to mildew and
blackspot to be overlooked. The flowers are a deep pink with shades of
lilac and lavender, depending on the weather, 5 inches across in a cupped
and quartered bloom form. The rose bush eventually grows to 8 feet by 6
feet, but it can take a while to get there as it gathers strength from the
first two or three years rather than blooming. (1 gal)
Marchioness of Londonderry. Hybrid perpetual. Light pink.
Dickson. 1893. The rose has a strong fragrance and ivory
white blooms suffused with pink over 8 inches in diameter
in a cupped, high center bloom form. The rose bush can
grow to 8 feet tall. Like many of the hybrid perpetuals, the
foliage may be sparser than modern tastes dictate and the
inclusion of a complementary clematis or other companion
plant may conceal this flaw. (15 gal, CO)
r. alabukensis. (3) Species. Yellow. UNK. This species rose
hails from Russia and has buttery yellow, 2 inch blooms
with red canes and fern-like foliage. It blooms in spring. (1
gal, RNR)

‘r. roxburgii’
Photos courtesy of The Uncommon Rose

r. roxburgii. (3) Species. Pink. UNK (before 1814). This rose
is also known as ‘The Chestnut Rose’ or the Burr rose
because the hips formed after the bloom resemble chestnuts ready to be roasted. The plant is
nearly indestructible, blooming freely with pale pink petals on the outside of the bloom and
shorter deeper pink petals in the center. While it will take time to grow to a 6 by 5 foot mature
plant with fernlike foliage, it will inevitably do so. The three plants for sale are all rooted cuttings
from the plant at the Stagecoach Museum Inn Rose Garden. (2 gal)
r. roxburghii normalis. (‘Single Chestnut Rose’) Species. Pink blend. UNK 1908. (4” band,
Vintage Gardens)

Minis and Mini-Flora Roses
Absolutely. Mini. Yellow blend. Saville. 1998. A 2-inch in diameter
rose of light and darker yellow with an apricot overcast on a 2-foot
bush with medium green foliage. (4” band, Nor’East Miniatures)
* Aristocrat. (2) Mini, Dark pink. 2006. Single blooms per stem of
deep pink—almost red on a plant that won a Gold Medal at the Rose
Hills trials last October. (4” band, Nor’East Miniatures)
Autumn Splendor. Mini-Flora. Yellow blend. Williams. 1999. The
yellow blend includes yellow, orange, and touches of red with 3 inch
blooms on a non-stop bloom factory. (4” band, Nor’East Miniatures)
Baby Ballerina. (2) Mini. Pink blend. Villegas. 1997. Hundreds of tiny
pink singles with a white eye blossom on a plant 2 feet high with
arched canes of 4 to 5 feet in length. (1 gal, JD)
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Baby Boomer. Mini. Medium pink. Benardella. 2003. Half-inch blooms
of medium pink with a lighter reverse bloom singly on a 2-1/2 foot
plant with mid-green leaves. (4” band, Nor’East Miniatures)
Bambino. Micro-mini. Orange. Saville. 1997. Orange and orange
blend blooms appear singly and in small clusters on a small 1-foot by
1-foot plant that produces all season. (4” band, Nor’East Miniatures)
Bee’s Knees. (2) Mini. Yellow blend. Zary. 1998. Three-inch blooms
appear with regularity on a 3 foot plant. The blooms are yellow edged
with hot pink which eventually subsumes the entire bloom. It lasts
on the bush for nearly a week. (5 gal, BCW)

‘Baby Boomer’

Behold. Mini. Medium yellow. Saville. 1996. Intense clear yellow
nearly 2 inch blooms appear on a compact 2 foot by 2 foot bush with
medium green foliage. Will rust inland. (4” band, Nor’East Miniatures)

Photo courtesy of Nor’East
Miniature Roses

Best Friends. Mini. Orange blend. Bridges. 2002. One-and-a-half inch
orange petals with a yellow reverse in fully double form appear on a bush
slightly over a foot and a half tall. (4” band, Nor’East Miniatures)
* Bonfire. Mini. Red blend. Bernardella. 2006. Rich red blooms with a
white reverse appear singly or in small clusters on a 2 to 2-1/2 foot plant
with matte dark green foliage. (4” band, Nor’East Miniatures)
Caliente. (2) Mini. Red, Benardella. 2004. Fire engine red 2-inch blooms
appear singly on a 2-foot by 2-foot plant with semi-glossy dark green foliage;
the blooms have a raspberry fragrance. (4” band, Nor’East Miniatures)

‘Caliente’
Photo courtesy of Nor’East
Miniature Roses

Chasin’ Rainbows. Micro-mini. Yellow blend. Saville. 1988. This
micromini throws off hundreds of yellow blooms with red edges at the tips
on a plant that rarely gets to 2 feet tall. (4” band, Nor’East Miniatures)
Chatooga. Mini. Red. Williams. 2004. Deep pink blooms of exhibition form
about 2 inches across with long, showable stems which spring from a
plant of upward growth to about 3 feet. (4” band, Nor’East Miniatures)
Cherry Hi. (2) Mini. Dark red. Moore. 1996. Your basic cutting flower of
dark red under 2 inch blooms on a small bush of under 2 feet and half
again as wide. Holds its color even in high heat. (2 gal, JD)
Constellation. Mini. White. Saville. 2000. Large white blooms of
exhibition form cluster and bloom singly on a compact bushy plant with
dark green foliage. Virtually thornless. (4” band, Nor’East Miniatures)

‘Cupcake’
Photo courtesy of Nor’East
Miniature Roses

Conundrum. Mini-flora. Yellow blend. Tucker. 2001. Three-inch blooms of
yellow with red edging on both the upper and reverse petals appear on a
medium upright growth plant with semi-glossy dark foliage. (5 gal, BCW)
Cupcake. Mini. Medium pink. Spies. 1981. Clear pink blooms cover a
small bush of under 18 inches. The blooms have a mild fragrance and
over 60 petals each. (4” band, Nor’East Miniatures)
Dancing Flame. Mini. Yellow blend. Tucker. 2006. Large yellow blooms
with pink edging appear on a compact, under-2-foot plant. Beautiful
exhibition form. Cool weather enhances the color contrast. (4” band,
Nor’East Miniatures)
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Denver’s Dream. Orange blend. Saville. 1995. Large double blooms of
orange with a red reverse appear on a rounded bush of 2-1/2 feet with
‘Gingersnap’ as one parent. (4” band, Nor’East Miniatures)
Doris Morgan. Mini. Pink. Bridges. 2001. Clear pink blooms of about
an inch across dot a tall bush plant over 2 feet tall. Dan Tyson says
that cooler weather makes the pink color deepen and glow. (4”band,
Nor’East Miniatures)
Double Gold. Mini-flora. Dark Yellow. White. 2003. Three-inch
blooms of yellow suffused with apricot give an old gold look to these
exhibition form blooms that appear on a compact bush. Needs warm
weather and heavy feeding to be at its best. (4” band, Nor’East
Miniatures)

‘Erin Alonso’
Photo courtesy of Almost
Heaven Antique Roses

Climbing Dreamcoat. Cl mini. Yellow blend. McCann. 1996. Two-anda-half inch blooms of soft yellow brushed in pink accents appear on a
4 to 6 foot plant. Possible lookalike for ‘Joseph’s Coat.’ (2 gal,
Ashdown)
Erin Alonso. (2) Mini. Yellow. Alonso. 2002. Yellow sport of ‘Bee’s
Knees.’ Two-and-a-half inch blooms appear singly in exhibition form
on a 4 foot rosebush. Needs full sun to be at its best. (5 gal, BCW)
Fairhope. Mini. Light yellow. Taylor. 1987. Simply the nation’s best
exhibition rose for the last decade or so. Perfect little hybrid tea
appear singly on a 3-foot plant. (5 gal, DT)
Fireworks. Mini. Red blend. Saville. 1991. Red and yellow blooms
appear on a bush that grows about a foot and a half tall. The roses are
said to be shade tolerant. (4” band, Nor’East Miniatures)

‘Fairhope’
Photo by Bob Lundberg,
courtesy of Almost Heaven
Antique Roses

Gala. Mini. Dark pink. Saville. 1999. The blooms are described as
magenta pink, with a tendency to pick up hand-painted mauve
accents as they age on a small compact bushy plant. (4” band, Nor’East
Miniatures)
Gizmo. (2) Mini. Orange blend. Carruth. 1998. Scarlet orange-blend,
single blooms appear on short stems on a plant that can grow up to 4
feet in height. The 2 inch flowers are supported on strong short
stems. (4” band, Nor’East Miniatures; 15 gal)
Glowing Amber. Mini. Red blend. Mander. 1996. Fully double red blend
upper petals with a yellow reverse characterize this exhibitor’s mini
that shot up to number four among trophy winners trophies in a short
period of time. Glossy dark foliage covers a 3 by 1-1/2 foot plant. (4”
band, Nor’East Miniatures)

‘Fireworks’
Photo courtesy of Nor’East
Miniature Roses

Golden Halo. Mini. Medium yellow. Saville. 1991. Canary yellow
blooms with a touch of red on the edges of the petals appear on a 3 by 1-1/2 foot rose bush with
glossy textured dark green foliage. (4” band, Nor’East Miniatures)
Graduation Day. Mini-flora. Apricot blend. Jalbert. 2004. Apricot blend flowers with frilly petals
and an old fashioned look festoon a compact plant of about a foot and a half with reddish-bronzy
glossy foliage when the leaves are new. (4” pot, DT)
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Green Ice. Mini. White (green). Moore. 1971. White, near white and a
white blend of fully double roses occasionally with a pink cast that
turns to green in shady or cooler weather. The bush is compact and
apparently does well in cascading containers and indoors. (4” band,
Nor’East Miniatures)
Herbie. Mini. Mauve. Bennett. 1987. Named after the husband of the
breeder, this rose features mauve petals with a deeper mauve on the
outer petals with exhibition form. The rose is said to be a lookalike
for the hybrid tea ‘Paradise.’ (4” band, Nor’East Miniatures)
Hilde. Mini. Red blend. Benardella. 1999. Exhibition type blooms of
red and red blended with white appear on a bush about a foot and a
half tall and as wide. The blooms are fully double with 45 petals. (4”
band, Nor’East Miniatures)

‘Green Ice’
Photo courtesy of Nor’East
Miniature Roses

Hot Tamale. Mini. Yellow blend. Zary. 1993. This vivacious little rose
changes from yellow and orange blends to yellow and
pink to pink and white before it fades. The bloom form is
fully double on a bush growing up to some 2-1/2 feet.
Iced Raspberry. Mini. Pink blend. White. 2005. The
fragrance reflects the name and the color although the
deeper outside petals can have a dark tinge to them.
Blooms just under 2 inches appear singly and in small
clusters on a short, just-over-a-foot-and-a-half plant. (4”
band, Nor’East Miniatures)
Incognito. Mini. Mauve. Bridges. 1995. This 3-foot bush
produces moderately double blooms of lavender with a
yellow reverse. The rose will blow quickly if not cut very
tightly. Otherwise, a genuine novelty for the garden. (4”
band, Nor’East Miniatures)

‘Hot Tamale’
Photo courtesy of Nor’East Miniature Roses

* Ingrid. (2) Mini-Flora. Red Blend. Mander. 2006. Threeinch blooms of pure red with a yellow reverse appear on a
3 foot bush; moreover, there are stems a foot and a half long to support small sprays. The rose
prefers full sun and is armed with efficient thorns. (1 gal, The Uncommon Rose; 4” band, Nor’East
Miniatures)
Irresistible. Mini. White blend. Bennett. 1989. Exhibition type white blend blooms with a pink
cast in the center and green tints on the outer petals, depending on the weather, adorn a 2 to 3
foot bush with dark glossy foliage. A bonus is the spicy fragrance. (4” band, Nor’East Miniatures)
Jean Kenneally. Mini. Apricot blend. Bennett. 1984. Named for a San Diegan rosarian who died
in 2006 at age 99, this rose is the highest ranked in recent history with a 9.2 rating. Apricot
blooms with 22 petals on long stems appear on a 3 foot plant with lush green foliage. This is a
rose for idiotarians; an inability to grow this rose means an indictment for rosecide. (4” band,
Nor’East Miniatures)
Jilly Jewel. (2) Mini. Pink. Benardella. 1996. Nor’East describes the color of this rose as a ‘frosty,
ice pink’ tone with long elegant buds that open to perfect exhibition form. This rose is so prolific
with bloom that it is used in the cut flower industry around the world. The bush is about 2 feet
tall with semi-glossy medium green foliage. (5 gal, BCW; 1 gal, Nor’East Miniatures)
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Julie Anne. Mini. Orange blend. Saville. 1984.
The color is variously described as orange-red,
red-orange, or vermillion and the blooms as
having high centered exhibition form on a foot to
a foot and a half bush with semi-glossy green
foliage. (4” band, Nor’East Miniatures)
Kristin. (2) Mini. Red blend. Benardella. 1992. A
rose of exceptional qualities with white petals
smudged with red on the edges on a 2-1/2 foot
plant with deep green, glossy foliage. Once the
bloom half opens, all further development stops;
the staying power of the bloom is remarkable.
Unfortunately, must be sprayed for powdery
mildew. (1 gal, JD; 4: band, Nor’East Miniatures)

‘Lindsay’s Rose’
Photo courtesy of The Uncommon Rose

Lindsay’s Rose. Mini. White. Barden. 2002. The
blooms on this plant can vary from white to a soft
yellow with exhibition form in either solitary blooms or in sprays.
The foliage on a foot tall plant is glossy and dark green; warm
weather produces cream colored plants while cool weather elicits
buttery tones. This rose ought to be seen more often on the show
table. (5 gal, DT)
Luis Desamero. Mini. Light yellow. Bennett. 1989. Pastel yellow
blooms shine on a 3 foot tall bush; the flowers bloom singly or in
small clusters. The rose is named for a famous southern
Californian rosarian. (4” band, Nor’East Miniatures)
Marie Jeanette. Mini. Yellow blend. Fletcher. 2000. This rose is
a sport of ‘Irresistible’ and possesses many of the same qualities
except that the coloring is yellow with a pink-occasionally a white
cast. The bush rises to a height of 4 feet. (5 gal, BCW)

‘Marie Jeanette’
Photo courtesy of Cliff Orent

Merlot. Mini. Red blend. Benardella. 2001. Dark red petals with a
white reverse appear on a 2-1/2 plant with semi-glossy dark green foliage. The roses are 2
inches in diameter and fully double. The plant may attract powdery mildew in spring but may
outgrow it by fall. (5 gal, BCW)
Michel Cholet. Mini. Apricot blend. Jacobs. 2000. This orange and apricot blend rose appear on a
short, 2 foot bush. The blooms are exhibition form and appear singly or in small clusters. The
rose may take a year to two to grow into its best self. (4” band, Nor’East Miniatures)
Minnie Pearl. Mini. Pink blend. Saville. 1982. Pink and coral tones appear in a hybrid tea form
bloom on a 2 foot tall rosebush. Named for a famous country and western singer and comedienne,
the rose has remained popular for a quarter century. (4” band, Nor’East Miniatures)
Miss Flippins. (2) Mini. Medium red. Tucker. 1997. Medium red petals with a deep pink reverse
appear mostly singly on a 2-foot tall bush. Long one of the top 10 exhibition miniatures in the
country. The bush is more vigorous in Southern California. And the thorns are unforgiving. (4”
band, Nor’East Miniatures)
Mountie. Mini. Medium red. Laver. 1984. Medium red 1-1/2-inch blooms appear singly or in clusters on a 1-1/
2- foot bush. The color is unusually stable for a red mini. The rose was apparently named for the Royal Mounted Police
in Canada. (4” band, Nor’East Miniatures)
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Nostalgia. Mini. Medium pink. Saville. 1990. Medium pink
petals with a lighter reverse appear on a compact bush about a
foot and a half tall. The blooms are ‘quartered’ and present an
old fashioned look about them. Thirty-eight petals crowd into a
bloom and cover plants suitable for hanging baskets. (4” band,
Nor’East Miniatures)
Old Glory. (3) Mini. Medium red. Benardella. 1988. The 3-inch
blooms on this short plant with semi-glossy foliage appear as a
bright post office red and ultimately fade to crimson. The form
is essentially hybrid tea in nature with about 22 petals in each
flower. (4” band, Nor’East Miniatures)
Picotee. Mini. Red blend. Benardella. 2003. Large exhibition
type blooms with white petals edged in bright red and white
reverses appear on a plant that barely reaches 2 feet tall. The
petals number 25 for a fully double form. Semi-glossy mid
green foliage forms a background for the 1-1/2 inch in
diameter blooms. To encourage rebloom spent flowers should
be deadheaded. (4” band, Nor’East Miniatures)

‘Picotee’
Photo courtesy of Nor’East Miniature
Roses

Red Minimo. Micro-mini. Dark Red. De Ruiter. 1991. Oneinch dark red blooms stud this dwarf plant that rarely rises
about 12 inches from its base. The 25 petals per bloom have
good substance. This is one of the most popular roses in the
world today. (4” band, Nor’East Miniatures)
Red Scentsation. Mini. Medium red. White. 2003. The name
indicates that the rose has a strong fragrance. What it also
has are just under 2-inch blooms of medium red flushed or
streaked with burgundy on a bush just slightly under 2 feet
tall and covered with matte dark green foliage. (3” band,
Nor’East Miniatures)
Renny. Mini. Medium pink. Moore. 1989. Imagine a mini pink
double poinsettia and you have a mental image of
Renny. ‘Anytime’s’ scooped, pointed petals have
come shining through the genes of ‘Renae’ (get it,
‘Anytime’ X ‘Renae’ = ‘Renny’) to produce a very
decorative little, lively rose-pink flower. Beautiful
in pots as there are virtually NO prickles! (1 gal,
JD)

‘Red Minimo’
Photo courtesy of Nor’East Miniature
Roses

* Ruffian. Mini-flora. Orange-pink blend. Clemons.
2000. This orange pink toward salmon rose is no
longer on the market, but it was one of the parents
of the now popular ‘Charismatic.’ (5 gal, BCW)
Seattle Sunrise. Mini-flora. Apricot blend. Moe.
2006. This rose debuted at the June 2006 Seattle
Convention. Apricot color petals have a lot of
substance and hold their exhibition form over a
long period of time. The blooms appear on a bush
that grows to 2 feet with semi-glossy dark green
foliage.
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Soroptimist International. (2) Mini. Pink blend. Benardella.
1995. This rose was introduced in New Zealand and South Africa
before it debuted in the U.S. Shrimp pink and ivory petals form 11/2 inch blooms on a 2-foot tall bush. (5 gal, BCW)
* Spring Fling. (2) Mini. Dark red. Carruth (Meyer). 2006. A dark
red single sport of
‘Gizmo,’ with a white eye and golden stamens and an open
blooming habit. The flowers appear in clusters on a 2 foot tall
plant with glossy disease resistant green leaves. (4” band,
Nor’East Miniatures)
Starina. Mini. Orange. Meilland. 1965. This is one of the first
roses elected to the Miniature Hall of Fame. The orange scarlet
1-1/2 inch blooms were the first to exhibit hybrid tea form on a
short 1-1/2 foot bush. The rose even has a strong fragrance. No
wonder it is one of the most beloved roses in the miniature
world. (4” band, Nor’East Miniatures)

‘Starina’
Photo courtesy of The Uncommon

Rose
Sweet Chariot. Mini. Mauve. Moore. 1984. ‘Sweet Chariot’ is one
of the finest of the Ralph Moore creations. The blooms exhibit
every variation of the mauve/purple spectrum in very double
pompom clusters on a bush that is about twice as wide as tall, indicating its use as a ground
cover or cascading plant in a container. A bonus is a deep damask fragrance that is
unmistakable from several feet away. A total winner. (3 gal, JD)

Sweet Diana. Mini. Medium yellow. 2002. Small,dark-yellow-almost-golden blooms of some 20
petals appear on a short rounded bush about as wide as tall—about one 1-1/2 feet. The rose is
best suited to front of the border or containers. (4” band, Nor’East Miniatures)
Ty. Mini. Deep yellow. Tucker. 2006. The deep yellow, 2 inch blooms of ‘Ty’ hold onto their color
over several days whether on the bush or in a vase. The blooms stud a plant that rises to 3 feet
tall in the garden covered with matte medium green foliage. (4” band, Nor’East Miniatures)
Violet Mist. Mini-flora. Mauve. Bennett, 1993. The lavender, 2-1/2 inch blooms can last for days
belying their fragile appearance. The bush grows up to 3 feet tall covered with semi-glossy dark
green foliage. The rose is exceptionally disease resistant. (4” band, Nor’East Miniatures)
Wistful. Mini. Mauve. Saville. 1994. The color of the rose is very unusual in that it is a
combination of pink and lavender that lightens toward the edge of the petals. The blooms appear
on a foot and a half bush with medium semi-glossy foliage. (4” band, Nor’East Miniatures)
X-rated. Mini. Pink blend. Bennett. 1994. ‘X-rated’ has ivory white petals blushed with a tint of
coral on the edges of the outer petals of 1-1/2 inch blooms on a bush that grows to just under 2
feet tall. The name was chosen in order to have a rose that started with the letter ‘X.’ (4” band,
Nor’East Miniatures)
Y2K. Mini. Dark yellow. Saville. 1999. Two-inch across, deep yellow blooms appear on a 1-foot tall
by 1-foot wide bush covered with glossy dark green foliage. In full sun, the edges of the petals
take on a coral hue to add to the virtues of the plant which include full disease resistance to rust
and mildew, but not blackspot. (4” band, Nor’East Miniatures)
Yantai. Mini. Yellow blend. Bennett. 1989. Shades of cream, light yellow and a pink overtone
clothe the 28 petals of this double clustered flower. The bush grows 2 to 3 feet tall with glossy
green foliage. The rose is highly disease resistant. (4” band, Nor’East Miniatures)
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